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Executive Summary 
 
i. For more than a century, private commercial radio has been an integral part of communities, 

large and small, from coast to coast to coast.  Week in and week out, private radio enlightens, 
entertains and informs millions of Canadians.  It is a major contributor to Canadian culture, a 
significant producer of Canadian content and is of vital importance to listeners who rely on 
radio for details about what is happening where they live on a daily basis. 

 
ii. Radio’s value is rooted in the fact that it is local, audio-based and ubiquitous.  These key 

characteristics manifest themselves in the numerous ways in which radio makes a difference to 
Canadians, including: connecting communities; providing a lifeline during times of crisis; 
helping drive local economies; and offering a window for local music development and 
promotion of Canadian talent. 

 
The Changing Business Landscape 
 
iii. While a relatively low-tech medium in a high-tech world, private radio’s appeal and relevance 

continues to endure.  However, the environment in which it operates has changed dramatically 
since the Commission’s last comprehensive review of its private radio policy framework more 
than fourteen years ago. 

 
iv. Radio once benefitted from operating in a ‘closed’ system where market entry could be managed 

and controlled.  Like other Canadian media, this system is now open and Canadian radio faces 
unprecedented competition from foreign digital services across multiple ‘markets’. 

 
v. Radio does not merely compete in the ‘audio market’, as typically tracked by the Commission.  

It competes in the ‘news and information market’.  It competes in the ‘music market’ with 
services like Spotify and Apple Music, leading online music streaming services.  It competes in 
the ‘media advertising and marketing market’, including with local digital advertising on an array 
of platforms.  And it competes for time and attention with a whole host of electronic, screen or 
smart-phone activities from TikTok videos to Candy Crush. 

 
vi. While Canadian private radio operators have responded in many ways to remain competitive 

and relevant to Canadians in the face of digital, including developing a strong presence on online 
and mobile platforms and launching next generation apps such as Radioplayer and iHeartRadio 
Canada, the reality is that unregulated foreign-owned digital platforms are now having a major 
impact on commercial radio – from an audience and, even more, revenue perspective.  And the 
impact was evident long before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
vii. The growth of digital competition is connected to four interrelated trends: 
 

• The growth in smartphone adoption, the commensurate increase in larger data plans, and 
the plethora of social media, music and other apps; 

• The ubiquity of ‘smart’ devices (smart phone, smart speaker, computer) generally, 
replacing the radio receiver (kitchen top, stereo, in-car) as the principal device for 
audio/music; 
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• Reduced drive time listening, impelled by integration of competing audio services (music 
streaming, satellite radio, etc.), and, through the pandemic, the work at home 
phenomenon; and 

• Social media as an on-demand source of local/community news and information. 
 
viii. Prior to the pandemic, per capita hours tuned to radio declined from 17.6 in 2010 to 13.9 by 

Fall 2019, or 21%.  Over essentially the same period, smartphone ownership rose from 27% in 
2010 to 88% by 2020, media streaming became a majority behaviour (from 34% to 68%) and 
larger data plans became the norm (50% reported having 5 GBs or more in 2020) helping to 
drive digital competition. 
 

ix. From a financial perspective, private radio’s situation is even more troubling.  In the first six 
months of the 2020 broadcast year, revenues declined an unprecedented 6.8% (from the same 
period in 2019).  By the time COVID-19 hit in March, 2020, private radio had already 
experienced six-and-a-half successive years of systemic (not cyclical) revenue declines, with 
annualized revenues ending $270 million or 16.5% lower than they were in 2013.  Moreover, 
despite an aggregate PBIT margin of 17% in 2019, over 40% of commercial radio stations 
entered the pandemic unprofitable. 
 

x. Historically, radio could have reasonably been seen to represent a unique advertising market, 
today private radio effectively competes in two broader overlapping economic markets – the 
Canadian audio and advertising markets.  As at 2019, private radio represented 54% of the 
broader audio market and only 10% of the media advertising market, down from 14% in 2009.  
These declines are breaking down the advertising-supported local programming model, 
particularly, like other media, for news. 

 
xi. A key indicator of fundamental shifts in radio advertising is observable in retail trade.  Because 

of the local nature of the medium, radio advertising has historically been linked to retail.  These 
linkages remained within relatively narrow ranges from 1979-1992 (about $4.00 per $1,000), and 
from 1993-2012 (about $3.50 per $1,000). However, the linkage fell sharply after 2012, from 
$3.31 per $1,000 in 2013 to $2.34 per $1,000 in 2019.  Such significant change is an indicator of 
both the changing structure of the retail market and the increase in the number of competitors 
for local advertising, due to online digital alternatives (and the retailers themselves moving 
online). 
 

xii. COVID-19 has been devastating for the industry and has also accelerated its challenges.  Local 
retailers cancelled bookings, many finding themselves unable to continue with or pay for current 
campaigns.  Average monthly declines (from the same month in 2019) were 65.5% in April and 
67.3% in May, with some stations experiencing monthly declines as high as 80%. Despite 
occupying less than half of the 2020 broadcast year, COVID-19 left private radio revenues $375 
million or 26% lower in 2020 than 2019, and 21% lower than otherwise would have been 
expected. 
 

xiii. The post COVID-19 financial picture for private radio is highly concerning.  This is not just 
due to the digital revolution that has already taken hold or accumulated losses during the 
pandemic, but also the fact that habits formed during the pandemic are unlikely to go away 
when COVID-19 is no longer an issue.  This includes working from home and spending less 
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time in cars, but also advertiser and audience use of other media like streaming audio or video 
and social media.  All of these changes in behaviour, combined with broader shifts in advertising 
markets, have a negative impact on the viability of private radio.  And while radio broadcasters 
are counting on a “bounce back” as the pandemic wanes, private radio’s revenues will be 
considerably down from the lows reached pre-pandemic, and are expected to continue to 
decline. 

 
Keeping Radio Relevant to Canadians Through a Fair and Equitable Regulatory Framework 
 
xiv. Radio is not as resilient as once thought and, even if it were, an open system means it is no 

longer possible to control entry or impose regulations without consequence.  Excessive 
regulatory obligations, be they content restrictions or ownership limitations, that reduce radio’s 
competitiveness or increase its cost structure simply drive audiences and advertisers to digital 
platforms, further exacerbating the problem. 

 
xv. In the last two years, both the CRTC and Government have recognized the need to move 

towards a more fair and equitable regulatory framework between Canadian broadcasters and 
online platforms.  The Commission’s June 2018 Harnessing Change report sets out a road map, 
but called for legislative change as a precursor to regulating digital platforms.  Bill C-10 answers 
that call. Regardless of legislative reform, however, this proceeding must take steps towards a 
more equitable regulatory framework between radio and online platforms.   

 
xvi. The objective for this proceeding should be clear – it is about setting the conditions for a 

sustainable Canadian commercial radio sector in a vastly different environment, one in which 
private radio can survive and thrive in ways that also meet core public policy objectives. 

 
xvii. Much of past regulation of private radio has focused on supporting the Canadian music industry 

and 50 years of Canadian content quotas have undeniably helped make Canadian music an 
international success story.  Going forward, however, Canadian music’s path is more digital, 
driven by streaming and the communities that social media helps create.  Today’s Canadian 
content and French-language vocal music (FVM) levels are out of sync with consumer demand. 
They are not only higher than natural market levels, they vastly exceed them. In the open system 
of today, such levels are not only inequitable, but they make radio less viable and do not increase 
the domestic market share of Canadian artists. Put simply, they ultimately help no one. 

 
xviii. Maintaining private radio's viability, including its role as a local news and information medium, 

must now shift to be the number one priority.  Prescriptive regulation – such as requiring 
scheduled newscasts on a hits station with a young demographic, or increasing news on any 
music station – cannot achieve this. Helping radio preserve audiences and revenues through 
more reasonable Canadian content and FVM requirements while cutting non-programming 
costs through consolidation is the only effective approach. 

 
xix. The path forward should not be more regulation of private radio but less.  To this end, the CAB 

submits that the Commission should implement a framework that relies more on market forces 
to meet objectives like diversity and local programming, including: 
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• A more targeted approach to the support of Canadian music and French-vocal music, that better reflects 
competitive realities, and supports Canadian artists, including emerging artists, first and foremost.  This 
includes ensuring Canadian music exhibition and French-language vocal music 
requirements are more flexible, realistic and effective.  It also involves updating MAPL 
and starting to incent, instead of mandate, airplay for certain groups, such as emerging 
Canadian artists. 

• The relaxation of rules designed to ensure content and ownership diversity in the radio segment.  Canadian 
private radio companies compete with global companies orders of magnitude larger.  
There is no lack of content diversity generally, but a lack of Canadian content on 
competing digital platforms.  The CAB recommends that the Commission adopt a new 
Common Ownership Policy that would permit greater station ownership at the local 
market level, while still ensuring radio remains the most diversely owned and operated 
local medium in Canada.  This would help radio operators to recover from severe revenue 
declines, and navigate future anticipated declines, while ensuring programming diversity 
and enhancing their ability to offer locally-relevant news and information.  For similar 
reasons, the CAB is also recommending the Commission change its policies on local 
management agreements (LMAs) and local sales agreements (LSAs). 

• A move towards a more fair and equitable regulatory framework in terms of expenditure obligations and 
compliance and monitoring.  This includes (a) no new or increased expenditure obligations; 
(b) modest reductions in tangible benefits payable; and, (c) introducing greater flexibility 
on CCD contributions, monitoring and compliance. 

 
xx. At the end of this Executive Summary, the CAB has included a table detailing all of its 

recommendations. 
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List of Recommendations 

 

Policy Recommendation 

Exhibition Requirements for 
Popular Canadian Music 

Reduce the exhibition requirement from 35% to 25%. 

French-language vocal music (FVM) Make FVM requirements more flexible, realistic, attainable 
and effective.  

MAPL Adjust the A (Artist) criteria in MAPL to count for 2 
points. 

Update the P (performance) criteria in MAPL to include 
production by a Canadian. 

Emerging Artists Create an emerging artist credit so that every spin of an 
emerging artist would count as 1.5 spins against popular 
music and French-language vocal music requirements. 

Specialty Formats Any station licensed to operate in a specialty format 
should continue to be required to seek CRTC approval to 
switch out of that specialty format.   

Oldies Formats Update the 5% relief on exhibition requirements for oldies 
formats by setting the benchmark year to 2001 for 
English-language licensees and 2010 for French-language 
licensees. 

Category 3 Music Requirements for 
Category 2 Music Stations 

Eliminate all Category 3 music requirements for 
mainstream stations. 

Broadcast Window Revise the current measurement window to 5 a.m.-7 p. m. 
Monday to Friday and 5 a.m.-1 a.m.all week. 

Common Ownership Policy (COP) In markets with eight (8) or fewer commercial stations 
operating in a given language, a person may be permitted 
to own or control as many as four (4) stations operating in 
that language. 

In markets with between nine (9) and sixteen (16) 
commercial stations operating in a given language, a 
person may be permitted to own or control as many as six 
(6) stations operating in that language, provided that the 
person does not own or control more than 50 percent of 
all stations operating in that language. 

In markets with sixteen (16) commercial stations or more 
operating in a given language, a person may be permitted 
to own or control as many as eight (8) stations operating 
in that language. 
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AM/FM Simulcast 

 

Permit simulcast of AM stations on FM in order to assist 
in transitioning AMs to FMs 

LMAs/LSAs  Eliminate pre-approval requirements for bone fide LSAs. 

Eliminate pre-approval for LMAs to same levels as CAB’s 
COP proposal. 

Canadian Content Development 
(CCD) 

Impose no new expenditure requirements. 

Maintain basic CCD contributions at current levels. 

Maintain flexibility to direct discretionary CCD 
contributions to local initiatives. Establish clearer criteria 
on eligibility, and a staff pre-clearance mechanism. 

Tangible Benefits Reduce tangible benefits payable on radio transactions to 
3% of the value of the transaction. 

Compliance, Reporting and 
Exemptions from Licensing 

Eliminate unnecessary legacy reporting requirements and 
overall regulatory burden. 

Ultimately move from logging and reporting to spot 
audits. 

Introduce greater flexibility on CCD compliance. 
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I. Introduction 
 
1. The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) is pleased to submit this intervention in 

response to Broadcasting Notice of Consultation CRTC 2020-374, Call for comments – Commercial 
radio policy framework review (the Notice).  The CAB represents a significant majority of private 
radio stations in Canada – more than 500 AM and FM radio stations owned by both small and 
large operators in major, medium and smaller markets, offering French, English, indigeneous 
and ethnic services. 

 
2. Our intervention includes this document, responses to the Commission’s questions, aggregate 

responses to a CAB members’ survey and five expert reports on audience, advertising, 
economic, and technology trends affecting private radio, its provision of local news and support 
for Canadian music. 

 

Private Radio – A Canadian Success Story for Over a Century 
 

3. For over a hundred years, private commercial radio has been an integral part of communities 
large and small, from coast to coast to coast.  Week in and week out, private radio enlightens, 
entertains and informs millions of Canadians.  It is a major contributor to Canadian culture 
(through our support of Canadian music and our reflective predominantly local programming), 
a significant producer of Canadian content (virtually all radio programming is Canadian) and is 
of vital importance to the Canadians who rely on it (from day-to-day traffic and weather to 
being notified about local emergencies). 

 
4. Radio’s value proposition to Canadians stems from the fact that it is local, audio-based and 

ubiquitous.  These key characteristics manifest themselves in the numerous ways in which radio 
makes a difference in Canadians’ lives, including: 

 

• The pivotal role of radio in times of crisis, as demonstrated through floods, hurricanes, 
fires and hazardous spills, and now, through COVID-19.  This goes well beyond radio’s 
rebroadcast of centralized automated emergency alerts, our trusted personalities and other 
on-the-ground radio personnel make an incalculable difference. 

• When communities suffer a loss of electrical power, radio is often the only fully reliable 
and fully available local method of mass communication.  It is free, it is available on 
multiple types of devices, at home, work and in the car, over the air, in addition to through 
wireless, online and television distribution. 

• Radio plays a key role in the provision of local news, information, and community 
connection for non-profits. Today, 58% of Canadians identify radio as a top source of 
local news, and 80% of Canadians have historically indicated that they receive at least 
some news from radio. 1  

• Radio is a key method for local businesses to market their goods and services.  These 
advertisers form part of the backbone of local economies. 

 
1  Canadian Consumers & Radio: The lessons from COVID-19 (Consumer Study), February, 2021, Solutions Research Group 

(SRG) at slide 15 (attached at Appendix C) and nlogic Thinktv OmniVu Survey, December 2015, National A 18+. 
These findings are consistent with the CRTC’s Ipsos Research, Attitudes and opinions towards commercial radio in Canada, 
which found that 57% of Canadians believe it to be important to have access to local news content on commercial 
AM/FM radio. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/w5SwFlDjXd7mv9Ddyn_B7QQUzaeVw5Ra4UGJgRH54dNu9cruqQ0MgMDMcb50R1u39uOzSYpve3rJNyjyuJFvO85nVGqmj09B6ETu4heht_Pp_2I9uJiU0FWl_ceGjs3OQ-7HXGpe98Olvufbiy3WERq1kkIQjz-gcxGcWOoddkx_yftkNzxiuRiaVsK2zb8OA2uxLSns6QXAlLq4uoCpWucWSCtuVXn_wXhXQ6tVxqlHsFZKs_rSKnpdvNM5WuIj36FWFrXzXUO_2npmB16j7YyVb1C_qA
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• Radio provides a window for local music development and promotion of Canadian talent. 
 
5. Private radio in Canada is an increasingly vital source of news and information to over 300 

communities across the country.  In times of emergency or crisis, private radio is unparalleled 
in its ability to reach Canadians through multiple distribution media. It is the #2 source for local 
news (behind TV and ahead of print) and the #5 ranked medium for daily use.2 Together with 
affiliated online national news brands or local portals, radio is poised to become the dominant, 
and in many communities, only truly local Canadian medium. 
 

6. While a relatively low-tech medium in a high-tech world, private radio’s appeal and relevance 
continues to endure. 

 

The Changing Landscape 
 
7. This proceeding represents the first comprehensive review of the private radio policy framework 

in nearly fifteen years.  Since that time, the environment in which private radio operates has 
changed dramatically: 

 

• In 2006, Facebook was not yet mainstream, digital music services such as iTunes, 
YouTube, Spotify, Clubhouse and Apple Music were either nascent or had not yet 
launched, the iPhone, Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, Twitch and Waze didn’t exist and 
Internet advertising only represented $901 million annually, or less than 9% of total media 
advertising;3  

• By 2019, private radio accounted for only 54% of the Canadian market for audio, 
smartphones were ubiquitous, Internet advertising had grown to more than $8 billion 
annually, with over three quarters going to foreign platforms, and the Internet accounting 
for more than 50% of all media advertising in Canada4. 

 
8. In its 2006 Radio Policy, the CRTC anticipated that private radio would face technological and 

other challenges: 
 

… while the radio industry is currently healthy, it is entering a period of uncertainty as it comes 
to grips with the challenges and opportunities that will be provided by new technologies for the 
distribution of audio programming. Many radio broadcasters are themselves exploring ways of 
using new distribution platforms to complement the service provided by their conventional radio 
stations.5 

 
9. Unfortunately, as outlined in further detail throughout this submission, the challenges facing 

radio and other Canadian local media, and their ultimate consequences have been consistently 
underestimated. 

 
10. While the Commission spoke as recently as the June 2018 Harnessing Change report about the 

“resilience” of private radio, less than two years later, the cracks in the foundation of the radio 

 
2  Ibid. 
3  Thinktv. 
4  Thinktv; IAB Canada; Communications Management Inc. 
5  2006 Commercial Radio Policy “2006 Policy” (Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2006-158), para 31. 
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industry were on full display – even before broadcasters began to feel the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic.  Between 2013 and February 2020, the private radio industry saw annualized 
revenues decline by approximately $270 million or 16.5%.  Moreover, despite an aggregate PBIT 
margin of 17% in 2019, over 40% of commercial radio stations went into the pandemic 
unprofitable.6 

 
11. The immediate impact of COVID-19 was devastating in both speed and magnitude.  Local 

retailers cancelled bookings, many finding themselves unable to continue with or pay for current 
campaigns.  Average monthly declines (from the same month in 2018) were 65.5% in April and 
67.3% in May, with some stations experiencing monthly declines as high as 80%.7 Despite 
occupying less than half of the 2020 broadcast year, COVID-19 left private radio revenues $375 
million or 26% lower in 2020 than 2019, and 21% lower than otherwise would have been 
expected.8 

 
12. Notwithstanding these challenges, private radio stations kept operating.  They pivoted, they dug 

into reserves, they kept their employees safe, they accommodated the needs of local businesses, 
and most of all they kept Canadians informed and comforted.  However, the situation is not 
sustainable. 

 
13. Current projections are that in the 2021 broadcast year, private radio advertising revenues will 

likely be worse than in 2020. In fact, the CAB does not expect the immediate effects of the 
pandemic to have subsided until 2023. From 2020 to 2023, over $800 million in private radio 
revenues will have evaporated, never to return.9 

 
14. Perhaps worse still, all evidence suggests that behavioural trends, exacerbated by COVID-19, 

will accelerate.  This includes advertiser and consumer shifts to digital platforms, and increased 
work from home, with commensurate loss of drive time radio tuning.  There is no going back 
to the old ‘normal’. 

 
15. The pandemic also has shown that while radio’s business model is challenged, it remains 

extremely relevant to millions of Canadians – from delivering essential local news and 
information in this time of crisis, to providing companionship and comfort in familiar 
personalities and popular music. 

 
16. The decisions made by the Commission in this proceeding, the public policy priorities chosen 

and the means used to advance them, will play a critical role in determining private radio’s 
continued sustainability and relevance in an increasingly crowded marketplace.  As outlined in 
detail throughout this submission, the CAB strongly believes that the right regulatory framework 
– one that continues and expands on the Commission’s historic lighter-handed approach – will 
allow commercial radio to compete more effectively while still providing vital news and 
information in our communities, airing and promoting more Canadian music than any other 

 
6  CRTC Statistical Summaries and CMI Report with industry TRAM monthly tracking for September, 2019 to February, 

2020.  While TRAM tracks only select larger Canadian markets, it has proven over the years to track total radio 
advertising revenues closely (typically no more than a 1% deviation).  

7  TRAM monthly tracking. 
8  CMI Report. 
9  CMI Report. Accumulated difference between pre-COVID-19 and current projections. 
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medium, and serving as many local communities as possible with diverse choices in English, 
French, indigenous and ethnic languages. 

II. Private Radio – The Evolving Operating Environment  

 

The Growth and Impact of Digital Competition 
 
17. Like other Canadian media, Canadian commercial radio now faces unprecedented competition 

from foreign digital services across multiple ‘markets’.  Private radio stations do not merely 
compete in the ‘radio market’ or even just the ‘audio market’.  Private radio stations compete in 
the ‘news and information market’.  They compete in the ‘music market’ with services like 
Spotify and Apple Music, leading online sources of music streaming. They compete in the ‘media 
advertising and marketing market’, including with local digital advertising, on an array of 
platforms.10  And they compete, for time and attention with a whole host of electronic, screen 
or smart-phone activities from TikTok videos to Candy Crush.  

 
18. Canadian private radio, collectively and individually, has responded in many ways to remain 

competitive and relevant to Canadians in the face of digital. Initiatives include: 
 

• A strong Internet presence on online and mobile platforms, which typically includes 
online streaming of the radio station; 

• New generation radio apps, such as Radioplayer and iHeartRadio11, which combine 
convenient aggregation of stations with music purchase and other info; 

• A renewed pan-industry marketing emphasis, including the launch of Radio Connects in 
201612; and 

• Selective major market rollout of HD Radio (pursuant to the CRTC’s permissive 
experimental CRTC regime). 

 
19. However, notwithstanding the industry’s efforts, unregulated foreign-owned digital platforms 

are now having a major impact on commercial radio – from both an audience and revenue 
perspective. 

 

Increased consumer choice, changing habits and radio tuning  

 
20. The relationship between media consumption and advertising revenue, while obvious, is far 

from a direct connection.  Changes in advertising tend to lag changes in audiences – certainly 
on the way up, but also often on the way down.  Competing media have different characteristics; 
advertising may be bought and sold differently; targeting, metrics, convenience all contribute.  
And one cannot dismiss intangible factors, preferences, perceptions and biases.13 

 

 
10  Marketing Radio in the Digital Age and the impact of COVID-19, Radio Connects. 
11  iHeartRadio was launched in Canada by Bell Media in October, 2016.  A competing platform, Radioplayer, was 

launched in Canada by other Canadian radio operators in 2017.  See http://www.iheartradio.ca/home, 
http://radioplayer.ca/  

12  See, generally, Marketing Radio in the Digital Age and the impact of COVID-19, Radio Connects. 
13  Ibid. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/57iyyFPWJUqR18lEL4ghlABLRAHXdfDBA8CF1RSgQ8G1BRMRq9ZmWWjEscRwiwgqIWNum9L_Iqn9W5qNumhH9PGQE1D-bZtWzwB7vCenhy0nGB4wKMypDDRyuCkXGG6F-URFueeQiVZHT116nIGjA0xKatQfblkkKdtnH3YrHF9TYDzFCOPQijIvl_oLwmm0wDJdYsFXtd3Hl2wxGLQ
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/ja8A6ht-25KMbEO2cLNyiBvpU-lU_da3Pk_ws3lyzS03UFGuB2IGwioQVopIk63WsHW6mL5wMIlCGLchL54g_MMvQqMD9dMFPXXn8aLIMFhZJ8j-B1kaPve6BY_kqWlFeTmsjyqD0qCIzw94tU6Mg0zttuazhTNS_gSjvaBEwevO6sUt532e7t9X4z2dDat5qyne4PRK
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21. For some local advertisers, the personal touch of radio sales brings real added value. However, 
for other advertisers, radio is no longer a preferred medium. 

 
22. The challenges go beyond declines in ratings. Issues of perception, increasing competition from 

digital advertising at the local level, and the integration of digital sales, marketing and advertising 
at the retail level are all significant factors.  

 
23. To help explain these challenges, the CAB commissioned the following three reports: 

 

• First, Radio Connects provides insights on how Canadian private radio compares with 
other media, the basics of radio sales, and the challenges in perception and reality in selling 
against digital. This report, Marketing Radio in the Digital Age and the impact of COVID-19 
(Radio Connects Report) is attached at Appendix C. 

• Second, Solutions Research Group (SRG) conducted original research on Canadians’ 
attitudes towards radio relative to competing digital media in the context of the pandemic.  
SRG’s report, from a poll of 1,000 Canadians taken in December 2020, Canadian Consumers 
& Radio: The lessons from COVID-19 (Consumer Study) is attached at Appendix D. 

• Third, SRG examined radio tuning and reach trends in the context of digital technology 
and media consumption. The resulting report, Radio Tuning Forecasts: Beyond a Decade of 
Digital Evolution and the Pandemic (Tuning Report) is attached at Appendix E. 

 
24. Public opinion research commissioned by the CRTC, and placed on the public record of this 

proceeding on February 23, 2021 (CRTC Ipsos Report)14 echoes many of the findings of the 
CAB’s commissioned research. 

 

A. Perceptions of radio 
 
25. The Radio Connects Report reveals, among other things, that private radio in Canada punches 

above its weight compared to other countries.  Radio is not underperforming in Canada.  To 
the contrary, it outperforms, making the challenge for radio marketers in ensuring radio receives 
a reasonable share of advertising campaigns going forward all the more difficult. 

 
26. Studies conducted in 2017 and 2020 by Ipsos Canada examined Canadians’ and advertising 

industry perceptions of advertising and media.  In virtually every comparison test, because of 
their personal relationships and habits, marketing and advertising professionals overestimated 
how much time the average Canadians engages with digital technologies and platforms 
compared to traditional media such as AM/FM Radio.15  For example, while 58% of Canadian 

 
14  Attitudes and opinions towards commercial radio in Canada, Ipsos Public Affairs, January 2021. (CRTC Ipsos Report) The 

research includes focus group research with 88 participants conducted March 19 to March 31, 2020 and an online 
survey of 1735 Canadians 18+ conducted between November 12 and 26, 2020. https://epe.lac-
bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/pwgsc-tpsgc/por-ef/crtc/2021/090-19-e/index.html 

15  This would appear to be particularly true of government. In 2018/2019 federal government radio spending was just 
under $800,000.  It increased to $2.4 million in 2019/2020, largely occurring in March 2020 when the government 
began to address the COVID-19 pandemic – still only representing little more than 5% of federal government 
advertising (half of radio’s average total revenue share) as compared to 55% on digital and therefore a greater bias 
against radio and to digital than even private advertisers.  Annual Report on Government of Canada Advertising Activities, 
prepared by the Auditor General, and published by Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC). 
https://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/pub-adv/rapports-reports/2019-2020/tdm-toc-eng.html  

https://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/pwgsc-tpsgc/por-ef/crtc/2021/090-19-e/index.html
https://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/pwgsc-tpsgc/por-ef/crtc/2021/090-19-e/index.html
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/t05exg5SNXpXkepshI7kW4afYhnGQC7EVudLJ1R0no82rkD1_fysCyssnZB6NqVWkb1EjSPT1TLsXyFbEulrYoXUCtO0C0xTrUERjXddL23EWuzhYv3g5m9LU3cYcCfAeJusnBWjPcDPIIBi2QECcbGEctPh20W0VzXkVbksVxJ8jPw0-B6DFyXoqbORL4fNlZFiuNPTX6BtqX1YQFH48T7AS3aXfzW6r4foq-vzJ7oDDPwrX6pUUxLZUUWwtJuUJL1jdh8waACGDMjtShaRX9M
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marketers and advertisers have "smart speakers" in their homes, only 19% of Canadian 
consumers do.16 As an executive at a global media agency noted:  

 
The biggest risk for AM/FM radio is the 26-year-old planner who lives in New York or 
Chicago and does not commute by car and does not listen to AM/FM radio and thus 
does not think anyone else listens to AM/FM radio.17 

 

B. Consumer Trends 
 
27. Private radio marketers work hard to battle incorrect perceptions.  But they cannot change the 

impacts of digital competitors on the retail and advertising markets.  As both SRG Reports 
attest, these fundamental changes in the media landscape come down to four interrelated trends, 
most exhibiting themselves over the last decade: 

 

• First, the growth in smartphone adoption, the commensurate increase in larger data plans, 
and the plethora of social media, music and other apps; 

• Second, the ubiquity of ‘smart’ devices generally (smart phone, smart speaker, computer), 
replacing the radio receiver (kitchen top, stereo, in-car) as the principal device for 
audio/music; 

• Third, reduced drive time listening, impelled by integration of competing audio services 
(music streaming, satellite radio etc.), and, through the pandemic, the work from home 
phenomena; and 

• Fourth, social media as an on-demand source of local/community news and information. 
 
28. Declines in radio tuning over the last decade align with increases in smartphone adoption.  Prior 

to the pandemic, per capita weekly hours tuned to radio declined from 17.6 in 2010 to 13.9 by 
Fall 2019 or 21%.  Over essentially the same period, smartphone ownership rose from 27% in 
2010 to 88% by 2020.18 

 
29. Over the last decade, media streaming became a majority behaviour (from 34% to 68%) and 

larger data plans became the norm (50% reported having 5 GBs or more in 2020).19 
 
30. The growth of online alternatives to radio was tracked by the Commission in its Harnessing 

Change report, updated by the Commission in more recent Monitoring Reports and by 
Communications Management Inc. (CMI).  As demonstrated by the chart below, the overall 
market for audio services has grown, but radio’s hours and share have declined.  Whereas radio 
once had a virtual monopoly in the Canadian audio market, it now competes with a plethora of 
tailored digital media with less or no advertising. 

 
 

Average weekly hours of tuning to traditional radio vs. listening to streamed audio 
services, by Canadians 18+, 2013-2019: 

 
16  Radio Connects Report, p. 14-15.  Ad Nation 2020, Ipsos Canada, thinktv. 
17  Ibid. 
18  Radio Tuning Forecasts: Beyond a Decade of Digital Evolution and the Pandemic, Solutions Research Group. 
19  Ibid. 
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Source:  CRTC, Communications Monitoring Report, 2020. 

  
31. It is clear that radio has now reached a tipping point and the situation is only going to worsen.  

All indications are that many of the habits formed during the pandemic are not going away.   
 
32. The CRTC Ipsos Opinion Research asked respondents “When responding to the following 

questions, please consider your typical listening habits before the current situation with COVID-
19 began.”  Based on these instructions: 

 

• Approximately four in ten (39%) report listening to steaming music services on a weekly 
basis and approximately two in ten report listening to either satellite radio (17%) or 
podcasts (22%); 

• Car radio is by far the most commonly used device to listen to commercial AM/FM 
radio (80%). Nearly four in ten (38%) listen to commercial AM/FM radio on a 
traditional radio; 

• “Relatively few” listen to commercial radio on desktop computers and smartphones 
(10%) or a desktop computer, laptop or tablet (12%); and 

• Podcasts (52%) and streaming music services (58%) are most frequently listened to on 
smartphones, followed by a desktop computer, laptop or tablet (45% and 43% 
respectively). 

 
33. The SRG Tuning Report reveals a number of new digital behaviours brought on by COVID-

19, including making Zoom-style video calls (59%), watching live music performances online 
(32%), and participating online fitness classes (23%).  The SRG Consumer Study reveals other 
pandemic induced changes: 

 

• Three-in-four Canadians believe this pandemic is not a ‘one-time event’ with passing 
impact but one that will impact their behaviours and habits on a long-term basis. They 
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project retaining some of the ‘home-centered’ and online-enabled behaviours of the 
lockdowns ‘long after’ the pandemic is over. 

• COVID-19 has had a material impact on radio tuning in terms of time spent. Consumers 
are quick to identify spending less time in their cars as the main reason for this. Less in-
car time impacted adults’ tuning but also that of their children’s who are driving with their 
parents less. 

• Time lost by radio during the pandemic is not being replaced by other ‘audio’ options but 
by streaming video, social media, gaming and other options. 

 
34. More people say they are listening ‘less’ to radio (29%) compared to the percentage of those 

saying they are listening ‘more’ (20%).20 The sharpest listening decline has been among those 
who are now working from home but used to work outside the home (40% say they are listening 
less). 

 

C. Tuning and Reach 
 
35. In a Reference Document released by the Commission in the lead up to the Harnessing Change 

report, the Commission projected that private radio audiences would decline 16% from 2017 to 
2021, from an average of 14.2 hours to 11.9 hours per week, excluding radio 
streaming.  Moreover, the Commission stated, “If listening to traditional radio continues to 
decline at the current rate, we could see it drop by over 33% in the next 10 years.  This decline 
is driven by music listening shifting to digital platforms.”21 

 
36. While still concerning, tuning declines between 2017 and 2019 were less than the Commission’s 

projections in 2018.22 SRG projects per capita tuning declines to 12.8 hours in Fall 2020,23 but 
a bounce back to 13.1 hours in Fall 2021. SRG projects per capita tuning to decline to 12.5 
hours by 2024.  

 

 
20  On unscripted responses, the ‘biggest difference’ in radio listening most frequently cited (14% of respondents) is 

‘drive less so listen less’ – the second biggest reason is ‘listen more/have more time to listen’ (10% of respondents). 
21  Harnessing Change, June 2018, https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/television/program/s15r.htm  Chart 9. 12+.  In releasing the 

projections, the Commission made it clear that “they are not the Commission’s view of the future. They are merely 
an extrapolation of current trends.” 

22  13.9 hours by Fall 2019 rather than the CRTC extrapolated 13.1 hours; that is only 0.3 hours lower than 2017 (2%) 
rather than the projected 1.1 hour (8%) drop.  CRTC projected declines going forward (to 10.3 hours for 2024) are 
also greater than that of SRG. 

23  Numeris did not conduct a typical Fall 2020 diary survey given operational challenges posed by COVID-19. SRG’s 
projection was based on modelling from available data, including that 2020 Fall 12+ PPM (Meter) data (Numeris) 
which showed a decline of 7.5% in average hours per listener.  See SRG Tuning Report, p. 5. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/GFs04ClNLatccrLXQk07EVXo-_sEXlyiXBSwo66-4v1JXmcGN4vAFdKXmZnl8kG6iz2qx7L_MRh6JQregl4gnMMbMB7FGqgExdeZ35IYGeQaAxwZT87TBFvKszRiUEZXEcJRunmzYDW9sPpeMvqKr0mDbCQsvNaw0EFdQr09mqRJQokxhur1NGC8-kww0_AxTk3gpwlT9k8Pzxnah8NMC8xV_Fkj07RntdTGuDPpOjQJiQ
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37. Moreover, at 87% of Canadians weekly in 2019, radio’s reach remained high prior to COVID-
19, with little per capita decline over the previous 5 years.24 COVID-19 caused reductions in 
reach of as high as 15%.25 Following COVID-19, broadcasters expect reach levels to return to 
the low 80% range. Taken together, this data paints the picture of an industry that remains 
highly relevant to Canadians. However, as discussed below, commercial radio faces 
unprecedented financial headwinds. 

 

 

 
24  SRG Tuning Report, p. 17. 
25  SRG Tuning Report, p. 18-19. 
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Financial Trends – Pre, during and post COVID-19 
 

38. As context for its submissions in this proceeding, the CAB commissioned an economic scan 
from CMI of Canada’s commercial radio industry.  The CMI Report, Listening to the Future: 
Planning for the first decade of the second century of radio in Canada, updates and expands on financial 
data and forecasts, including those resulting from COVID-19, originally published in August 
2020.26 To inform CMI’s work, and COVID-19 related impacts more generally, the CAB also 
conducted a survey of private radio groups in January 2021 (CAB Survey, attached at Appendix 
B).27  

 
39. The CMI Report speaks to both the nature and extent of competition increasingly faced by 

private radio, and its economic consequences. The report notes that while historically radio 
could reasonably be seen to be a separate market in and of itself, today private radio effectively 
competes in two broader overlapping economic markets – the Canadian audio and advertising 
markets.  In 2019, private radio represented 54% of the broader audio market and only 10% of 
the media advertising market, down from 14% in 2009.28 

 

  
 

 
26  The Crisis in Canadian Media and the Future of Local Broadcasting, Communications Management Inc. (CMI), 

August 24, 2020. https://www.cab-acr.ca/english/media/news/20/cmi_report_aug24.pdf  
27  This survey was sent to CAB members as well as non-member recipients of the $22.5 million in federal government 

COVID-19 Emergency Relief Funding, administered by the CAB.  Responses represented 80% of stations and a 
slightly greater proportion of industry revenues. 

28  CMI Report. pp. 4-7.  One could also define other relevant markets, such as the music and news media markets and 
the local advertising markets. 

https://www.cab-acr.ca/english/media/news/20/cmi_report_aug24.pdf
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40. Specifically, while the Commission’s Monitoring Reports cite the largest radio groups’ 
“significant” 64% share of private radio revenues, in fact, they only account for only 35% of the 
broader audio market, which, as CMI states, is “a much more realistic assessment of their actual 
competitive position”.29  

 
41. The CMI Report examines revenue trends in the two decades preceding the last full pre-COVID 

broadcast year 2019.  As the Commission itself has documented, peak radio revenues of $1.6 
billion were reached in 2013, and were $170 million lower in 2019 than they were in 2013, and 
lower than they had been since 2006.30  Worse still, given that the number of private radio 
stations grew significantly in the last two decades – from 493 in 1999 to 737 in 2019 – the 
average revenue per station was approximately the same in 2019 as it was in 1999 – about $1.98 
million.31 

 
42. These pre-pandemic declines are actually worse than the Commission projected. In 2018, the 

CRTC projected 2019 commercial radio revenues of $1,503 million.  In fact, they were $1,453 
million, or 3.3% worse. And while no one could have predicted the pandemic, at $1,059 million 
in 2020, revenues will be 29% worse than the $1,487 million projected by the Commission in 
2018. 

 
43. Retail trade has historically been a particularly important indicator of radio’s fortunes, and recent 

changes in the retail sector are impacting radio. As CMI notes,  
 
Because of the local nature of the medium, radio advertising has historically been linked 
to retail trade. The linkage can be expressed as radio advertising revenues per $1,000 of 
retail trade. As indicated in Figure 10, those linkages stayed within relatively narrow ranges 
from 1979-1992 (about $4.00 per $1,000), and from 1993-2012 (about $3.50 per $1,000). 
However, the linkage fell sharply after 2012, from $3.31 per $1,000 in 2013 to $2.34 per 
$1,000 in 2019. 
 
… 
 
That change helps to explain the revenue decline over the same time period, and is an 
indicator of a) the changing structure of the retail market; and b) the increase in the 
number of competitors for local advertising, particularly from online digital alternatives. 
And the change in the relationship between radio advertising and retail trade might also 
be signalling serious concerns about future trends in radio advertising.32 

 
44. Those “serious concerns” have been substantiated by recent events during the pandemic.  As 

SRG notes, all local retailers are now to some extent online retailers.  That disconnect from the 
physical local community to a virtual community has driven declines in local retail advertising, 
that will not simply revert back post-pandemic. 

45. Ongoing weakness in the retail sector is expected to continually depress private radio revenues. 
In its report, CMI provides updated revenue projections for the private radio sector, and found 
radio to be in even worse condition than previously estimated. Notably, in August 2020, CMI 

 
29  Ibid, p. 4. 
30  CRTC Financial Summaries. $160 million lower than they were in 2014.  Ibid, p. 14. 
31  Ibid, p.15. in current dollars.  In 1999 dollars (after inflation), average revenue per station in 2019 would be 

approximately $1.3 million or approximately 66% of what it was two decades ago. 
32  Ibid, p. 16. 
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projected that, because of the pandemic-related economic downturn, radio advertising revenues 
would fall from $1,434 million in 2019 to $1,051 million in 2020 – a decline of 26.7 per cent. 
Based on the subsequently-released industry tracking data, the decline from 2019 to 2020 
appears to have been 27.3 per cent.33 Moreover, given lockdowns associated with COVID-19 
subsequent waves and delays in vaccination, 2021 revenues are now expected to be further down 
to $1.02 billion, or almost $300 million less than that projected a year ago. 

   
46. In sum, the COVID-19 report card for private radio can best be described as a narrowly avoided 

disaster. The fact that radio stations have not closed, or even cut back significantly on local news 
and information, can be attributed to three factors: 

 

• Retained earnings and other available financial resources.  Sixty percent of private radio 
stations and groups entered the pandemic profitable, meaning that they had some capacity 
to ride out immediate sudden downturns in advertising; 

• The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS). In the early months of the pandemic 
when average private radio revenues were down more than 65%, CEWS was a life saver.  
Covering up to 75% of wages, and close to 50% of private radio revenue declines, CEWS 
allowed private broadcasters to keep staff and stay on air.  Unfortunately, while still of 
significant assistance, CEWS support is now down to a third of previous levels, and is 
currently slated to end in June 2021; and 

• Regulatory flexibility.  The Commission’s relatively lighter-handed approach to radio 
regulation allowed private radio to respond quickly, by cost cutting as necessary. The lack 
of major fixed regulatory costs, and the Commission’s understanding that broadcasters 
might require good faith flexibility in meeting regulatory requirements through the 
pandemic, was pivotal. The hope that this review will result in increased regulatory and 
operational flexibility has also helped keep operators holding on. 

 
47. While CMI projects that private radio revenues will slowly rebound through to 2024, they are 

never expected to reach anticipated pre-COVID-19 levels of decline. Private radio revenues in 
2029 are projected at $1,025 million – down 28.5% from the pre-COVID 2019 level of $1,434 
million.34  

 

 
33  Ibid, p. 20. 
34  Figure 13, CMI Report reproduced below. CMI’s projections assume radio advertising’s linkage to retail trade 

continues to decline further through to 2029. 
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26 
 

Figure 13. 
Actual advertising revenue, private radio, Canada, 2015-2019, and projected advertising 

revenue to 2029, indicating pre-pandemic and post-pandemic projections: 
 

 
 

* The “pre‐COVID projections” indicate the projections derived 
from data that were current to the end of February 2020. 

 
SOURCE:  Statistics Canada; Communications Management Inc. 
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48. While the CAB respects that the Commission has to be careful in its assessment of short-term 
economic impacts, there can be little doubt that commercial radio operators will exit COVID-
19 in considerably worse financial shape than they entered it. It is unrealistic to expect that any 
rebound will bring radio revenues back to levels they would have otherwise had. 

 

Implications for the future  
 
49. All signs point to radio exiting the pandemic with its relevance to Canadians high, but its 

business model increasingly challenged.  Its tuning will be higher than the Commission projected 
in 2018, but its financial situation considerably worse.  

 
50. Radio’s ability to sustain its reach speaks to both its enduring relevance and the opportunities 

for the future. Canadians still want radio, but they will not continue to want it (or as much of it) 
unless radio operators can offer as good a product as their digital competitors. 

 

A. Remaining local and relevant  
 
51. Radio’s continuing relevance and value to Canadians offers helpful guidance for industry and 

policy makers. First, radio has to continue to be able to provide a competitive product, and 
requires flexibility and financial resources to do so. Second, radio’s competitive edge will remain 
its local content. How each individual station achieves this will depend on its format, the 
audience, market and day part it targets as well as financial resources and strategic outlook.  
There is no one-size-fits-all solution.   

 

1) Local programming  
 
52. The Commission’s local programming policy states: 
 

Under the local programming policy, licensees of commercial FM stations in markets 
served by more than one private commercial radio station are required to devote at least 
one-third of the broadcast week to local programming. Commercial FM licensees 
broadcasting less than one-third local programming must, by condition of licence, refrain 
from soliciting or accepting local advertising.35 

 
53. This sensible, flexible policy does not require local programming, but creates a strong financial 

incentive to provide it.  The policy has both succeeded and stood the test of time.  For almost 
thirty years, this policy has aligned private broadcaster commercial interests with public policy 
objectives. Even through COVID-19, private radio stations have proven that they will provide 
as much local programming as they can, appropriate to their individual circumstances, 
programming strategies and financial resources.  This policy has successfully maximized local 
programming – including local news and information – for the system as a whole.  

 
35  Policies for local programming on commercial radio stations and advertising on campus stations, Public Notice CRTC 1993-38.  See 

also paras 182 through 218 of the 2006 Radio Policy. No changes were made in 2013.  Broadcasting Public 
Notice 2006-158 defines local programming for commercial radio as “programming that originates with the station 
or is produced separately and exclusively for the station.”  This appropriate definition allows local programming to 
also be produced remotely as long as it is for station concerned.  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2006/pb2006-
158.htm 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/sqRcEt6hugrperYB-3WBIl6Gb43_lCH0KSvDt_q3J48UnhKJ54ZYhStbiUkDGP1Bc06GIsvMud3lr6VfHVlMsW5IcGsSFn2WML9shP1vJx-LO9J2XVuRTZn8QphxbCSuoandPZWOev01k210leTtyv3x5m9MdTNQJ91vExuthoIsBrcneAnFH3IUiXPN8vda5OpvBVrzNVihVIVXVThOgjibL04l_DI38eroVNzv2g
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/fIkb1RbLikQwD7B3P3A1U38d-E3GiW3SR6S-Kf3ljmJXxYMOodQRdnVo5izr7Uuql3VjOA-ozW-ts8tmsmoYa7U58I_TSf_X2amLGxLEaw9DHt-1IOUA-hspBAytVMmfgYyPCbDRVrHPtZR-HNFZIqKOdrfAfDrYY0rWbzb-d6WhXTRNui5M7KRSoNqJFMcGStKn9cipilWTeaVTZZK8nbXn27mzSNi0GEPIeg2K1qoDNw
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/5WwoMzJSGyc5F5fh2vFr5ZJLwfcWSPLwRFGBeVNoqxTipCZYKINWt7-xhv4blfAemnmKu0aNlwcqgxdlAz-lux6QSsuSKFv1q-_rEJy8h_wo02g5dDXhlyu9RKc29tkCWxrI7R9bbud9kDV_qKBkg1JfFcahKgh6-ZKJaIM5krgq08wCMOv_-zrMr6caH4GKoJeh3oJ7egUI_uw5PgOAmWX1UoozoPyCRjXbnRG1Xb1E1Q
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/5WwoMzJSGyc5F5fh2vFr5ZJLwfcWSPLwRFGBeVNoqxTipCZYKINWt7-xhv4blfAemnmKu0aNlwcqgxdlAz-lux6QSsuSKFv1q-_rEJy8h_wo02g5dDXhlyu9RKc29tkCWxrI7R9bbud9kDV_qKBkg1JfFcahKgh6-ZKJaIM5krgq08wCMOv_-zrMr6caH4GKoJeh3oJ7egUI_uw5PgOAmWX1UoozoPyCRjXbnRG1Xb1E1Q
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54. The CAB survey results attest to the success of this incentive-based regulatory approach: 

 

• Radio stations exercise highly differentiated local programming strategies, appropriate to their 
audience demographics, formats, and markets and epitomized by their approach to local 
news:36 

o Private radio groups report that 75% of news is comprised of scheduled newscasts, 
and 26 out of 48 reporting radio groups place all their reported hours news in 
scheduled newscasts.  The remaining 22 groups occupy full range of scheduled 
newscast utilization for news – from less than 20% to over 90%. 

o The number of scheduled newscasts a day (for music-based stations) also covers a full 
range  – a group average of 12, from a high of 24 to a low of 3. 

o Similarly, on average, groups report that 47% of spoken word is news, but on a per 
group basis, there is a full range – from 100% to less than 10%. 

• Despite revenue declining by over a quarter from 2019, respondents reported a 6.9% and 
anticipated 5.4% increase in news hours in 2020 and 2021 respectively.  Spending on news has 
decreased by only a fraction of decreases in revenues – down only 2.3% and a projected 0.8% 
from 2019 levels in 2020 and 2021 respectively. 

• Instead, broadcasters responded to the pandemic by cutting lesser priority expenses – which 
regrettably include other spoken word and programming expenses.  Compared to 2019 levels, 
programming and production was down 10.9% in 2020, and is projected to be down 12% in 

 
36  The CAB Survey asked for information on news and spoken word programming.  As a matter of practice, almost all 

radio news is local programming, produced exclusively at or for a local station.  Some spoken word may be syndicated, 
but the majority would also be local. 
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2021.  Spoken word was down 8.5% from 2019 levels in 2020 and is projected to be down 
12% (from 2019) in 2021. 

 

2) Local news and information  
 
55. At present, the Commission asks radio broadcasters to report on hours devoted to news 

programming and (for larger groups) expenditures on news personnel,37 but it does not typically 
impose news-related conditions of licence on radio stations. The Commission’s current 
definition of radio news is as follows: 

Content Subcategory 11: News 

The recounting and reporting of local, regional, national and international events 
of the day or recent days, with particular emphasis on the topicality of the events 
or situations selected, or on the constant updating of information, or both as well 
as background material about current events when included in newscasts but 
excluding weather, traffic and sports and entertainment reports.38 

56. Radio spoken word is defined as anything other than news, music and advertising.39 
 
57. In reviewing this definition, it is clear that it understates radio’s news and information 

contribution: 
 

• First, by excluding from news all information on “weather, traffic and sports and 
entertainment”; and  

• Second, implicitly by biasing in favour of formal newscasts and downplaying the role of 
radio personalities in combining what might be dismissed as ‘banter’ with relevant and 
appreciated snippets of news and information. 

 
58. In this context, it is worth noting that the definition of television news (Category 1) specifically 

includes “newscasts, newsbreaks, and headlines” and “may include weather reports, sportscasts, 
community news, and other related features or segments contained within ‘News Programs.’”  
Moreover, TV broadcaster regulation of ‘news’ generally includes Category 2a) Analysis and 
Interpretation, i.e. “Programs on various topics that include analysis or discussion, for example, 
talk or panel shows, consumer affairs or reviews, newsmagazines and documentaries that do not 
fall under Category 2b)”.40  This category excludes programs presenting information primarily 
for “entertainment value.” 

 
59. Radio’s ‘informal’ news and information role is no less important. It speaks to the fundamental 

differences between the radio medium and other media, and Canadians varied and different 
expectations of what their radio stations should offer.  Some listeners only want to hear music 

 
37  See, for example, Annual Aggregate Return disclosed for larger radio groups at 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/industr/ann.htm  
38  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2010/2010-819.htm  
39  Content Subcategory 12: Spoken word-other: All programming with the exception of material falling under subcategory 11-

News and categories 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Popular Music, Special Interest Music, Musical Production and Advertising). 
40  This is also how the Federal Government approached support for news in the CAB administered $22.5 million 

COVID-19 Emergency Relief Fund for independent broadcasters. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/36_kvogWyRgxIMSPc7_cdCTAw9vIRpr-Y74q6i5jTdWE0ufvZ1JnoLegW39IhN5R6vpsw6p9ZvGTM3TVjHndWWQc9eSGBTu7-VHRkhe-C5R-FaDg8n3Ah-mYf8Bz_GV5ufCE9EwR5juD_Jx-ybr5Haa-HMhKXuzBxCmxmTJOodQOz2BVPGBzQaFoAS6lg9mw5LRGuUIjBYI4sEe5v8NIJN037vb5QA
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/YRlXzwF4CkcE_6tFZfZz-lVOW2uvgZtM5iFRF373sfkm0VIaotFdInlJ3tUN4VUeKgamJ-DqfI4xI_VuyN0n2yQF0O5BSB0uD-NllQk3jM_j6KRpd3MFVDsCQXA6OWaLgyf9ogzYRJ1aTUQ5w3owbVcjZpfRIqU_q5qwx2nUi4IxtqFlgY-8RM7Tn_ChYMG0lRVyeTqmmqIDagbU0kGoL54Em-WbIn0_wQypy-5Lke8
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for long periods of time with minimal, to no, interruptions.  Others want news or spoken word 
content.  Another group may not want “the news”, per se, but want to be in the know.  Being in 
the know may be as much about Drake’s latest collaboration, the newest song from Les 
Cowboys Fringants, Jamal Murray’s latest buzzer-beater, or who is performing at your local 
music venue, as it is about the latest COVID-19 numbers. 

 
60. Moreover, how Canadians consume news on radio increasingly mirrors how they do it on digital 

media.  They want information in bite-sized bits, not long dissertations.  They get it from a 
variety of sources – short and long form, text, video and audio.  They want it when they want 
it, and don’t necessarily want to wait till top of hour. And what they want from radio is 
information that is predominantly local.  

 
61. The Commission’s definition of radio news captures the notion of “topicality”; what it does not 

capture is that topicality needs to be delivered in ways appropriate to the audience.  Topicality 
provided in a conversational, informal manner by radio personalities may not meet any easily 
definable or measurable regulatory construct, but that does not mean it is not serving the news 
and information needs of Canadians – to the extent that they want those needs met by radio. 

 

3) Maintaining the flexibility to compete 
 
62. Private radio can never be a hyper niche medium; it cannot appeal to all possible tastes, it cannot 

support every type of Canadian music, report on every newsworthy event, or provide in-depth 
coverage.41 What radio stations do – and must be positioned to continue to do – is offer 
competitive audio programming including popular music and the right amount and type of news 
and information content for a given daypart, market and audience.  

 
63. Each and every radio operator in Canada exercises different resources, synergies and strategies 

in their curation of the different elements of its value proposition. Radio will only be able to 
compete if it has the flexibility to make decisions as to the right mix of music and spoken word, 
news, information and personality, to attract the largest possible audience in the demographic, 
market and niche served. 

 
64. COVID-19 has also proven that talk radio (including news and sports) has the most challenging 

business model of all.  Spoken word programming is expensive – the programming budgets of 
all-talk stations often exceeding those of music-based stations by multiples.  Because of this, 
talk stations have only ever been viable in larger Canadian markets,42 where sufficient audience 
can be monetized, and where they can be part of a local ownership group that share overhead.43 
While French-language talk stations are mostly on the FM dial, English-language talk stations 

 
41  That is not to say that radio news does not probe the issues of the day, or that talk shows do not include expanded 

discussion and debate.  Radio stations do, however, routinely refer listeners to other sources for news and information 
‘details’ – sometimes reliable third-party sources (municipal websites, sports venues, cultural spaces etc.) but often 
their websites, portals and affiliate news brands.  

42  Talk formats exist in markets as small as Winnipeg, and have been attempted in smaller markets, but with little success. 
For example, Rogers launched news/talk stations in Halifax, Moncton and Saint John in 2004.  As of 2014, only the 
Halifax station remains in a news/talk format. 

43  While stand-alone music format stations can thrive in markets of any size, the CAB is aware of no stand-alone 
news/talk stations. Without the synergies of a three or four station local operating group, it would be almost 
impossible for an all-talk station to be viable.  
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suffer the additional burden of being almost exclusively on AM – a technology ill-suited to 
metropolitan markets to begin with, and one whose audio fidelity is less and less acceptable even 
to its historic core 55+ demographic.44  The inability of English-language AM stations within 
local ownership groups to transition to FM, and the current lack of a viable future business 
model or transition plan, is a key cause for closures and cuts at AM stations over the last ten 
months.45 

 
65. The broader lesson:  in-depth local news and information programming is essentially no longer 

viable on radio without support.  While it may be able to continue to survive based on internal 
cross subsidy temporarily, ultimately, just as external support has been necessary for TV news46 
and print news47, it is becoming necessary for local radio news. 

 

B. Technological challenges and opportunities  
 
66. Radio’s digital future is being shaped as much by third party platforms as its own. As stated in 

the report, Status of Digital Broadcasting Technologies for Radio (Technical Report, at Appendix G) 
prepared by Kirk Nesbitt, advisor to the CAB Technical Coordinating Committee: 
 
Canada is nowhere near transitioning to digital radio broadcasting.  Possibly, it may never occur 
…. For the purposes of the next seven to ten year planning horizon, policy makers should 
assume listeners will increasingly migrate to digital platforms. Those platforms will not be OTA 
digital radio broadcasting platforms – they will be fixed and wireless Internet platforms.48 

 

1) Multi-platform synergies  
 
67. Canadian radio broadcasters have adapted to recognize that multi-platform distribution is 

essential – including ensuring that free radio signals are always available to consumers, be it 
through receivers, computers, smartphones or smart speakers. HD Radio remains nascent in 
Canada, and is at least a decade away from having any material benefit for mainstream, 
commercial radio stations.49 

 
68. Radio streaming apps, such as Radioplayer and iHeartRadio Canada, provide a competitive 

advertising-supported alternative to foreign streamers, allowing Canadians to easily access loved 
brands, and a multiplicity of genres.  Station groups with strengths in particular music genres, 

 
44  See, re AM Radio limitations, Status of Digital Broadcasting Technologies for Radio, CAB Technical Coordinating 

Committee.  The CAB noted in its 2013 Intervention, serious declines in tuning to AM, from 24.1% of all 12+ tuning 
in 2006, to 17.5% in 2012 – including, an average decline in French markets of more than double that in English 
markets (-11.1% to -4.7%), but still a massive decline in 55+ tuning to AM in Canada’s three major English-language 
markets from over half of all hours tuned in 2006 (51.7%) to 40.5% in 2012. (Paras 18-21.) AM tuning declines have 
continued to outpace FM tuning declines since 2012.  

45  This includes the closure of CHRF 980 AM, Montreal, a French-language talk/music station owned by the Evanov 
Radio Group. 

46  As recognised by the CRTC in the Policy framework for local and community television. 
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-224.htm 

47  As recognized by the federal government in introducing the Journalism Tax Credit. 
48  Paragraph 13. 
49  Technical Report, paras. 27-52.  HD Radio has notional consumer benefits, including up to three multiplex channels 

on FM, but technical and adoption challenges remain. 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-224.htm
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or music generally, find synergies beyond streaming radio signals.  For example, Indie88 
Toronto has parlayed its unique status as Canada’s first indie music station into making its 
website a destination for independent artist music and information. 

 
69. Multi-platform strategies go far beyond distribution and promotion.  They are now an essential 

content production strategy as well. In the recent CBC/Radio-Canada renewal proceeding, the 
Corporation spoke about its integrated cross-platform approach, particularly for news and 
information programming, and how it now goes to the level of local reporters filing stories for 
at least two of radio, print and TV.50 

 
70. For those broadcasters with applicable synergies, this is very much the case for private radio 

too, and for both large and small players: 
 

• Similar to CBC/SRC, the largest radio-TV-online news players (Bell Media, Corus, 
Rogers) leverage both their key brands and local cross platform resources to appropriately 
feed these local media assets with news and information content appropriate to their 
market, nature and audiences; and  

• Local independent radio stations with strong local/regional news and information 
portals/websites also promote, share and, as appropriate, co-produce local news and 
information content across their local and regional platforms.51 

 

2) Key technological trends and radio’s increasingly mixed distribution model 
 
71. The key technological trends affecting radio were identified in the Harnessing Change report, 

including: 
 

• The growth in broadband Internet — faster speeds, more data consumption; 

• Increasing adoption of music streaming services; 

• The use of multiple internet-connected devices (smartphone, tablet, smart speaker); 

• Declines in time spent listening to music radio stations attributable to broader choice driven 
by new technology platforms; 

• Continuing dominance of AM/FM radio is the audio source most used in the car; 

• Advertising revenue flowing more to companies investing in platforms and data, and less to 
media companies investing in content;  

• Streaming music revenues growing and compensating for the decline in music sales; and  

• User-uploaded content offering nearly unlimited choice.52 

  
72. As is also clear from both the SRG and CMI Reports, these trends are no longer some future 

theoretical concern.  They are very real, have impacted radio for at least the last decade, and will 
continue to do so going forward.  For radio, somewhat linked and somewhat separate changes 

 
50  See, for example, Transcript Volume 1, Line 498, and 927-928. 
51  In smaller markets, in particular, many independent radio broadcasters established significant online local news and 

information a decade or more ago. While most report that these online portals and websites have not been profit 
generators, they have helped such broadcasters retain and expand their local news and information presence and 
relevance. 

52  Harnessing Change, June 2018, select Market Insights. 
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in the distribution of listening and advertising are the key underlying, and largely immovable, 
factors.  And on the listening side, declines in drive time listening are the biggest single ongoing 
risk. 

 
73. For the industry as a whole, in Fall 2019, in-car listening represented 71% of radio’s reach and 

40% of tuning.53  But the financial value is even greater.  For most radio stations, the six to eight 
hours of morning and evening drive time bring in between a half and three quarters of 
advertising revenues. 

 
74. Therefore, declines in in-car listening – caused by shifts to digital platforms and, pre/post 

COVID-19, the work at home phenomenon – directly correlates to declines in radio audiences 
and hence advertising revenues. 

 
75. The way in which Canadians listen to radio is also changing.  For the first sixty years of radio’s 

existence, there was only one way to receive it: over the air through AM or FM frequencies.  
The expansion of cable television in the 70s and 80s brought other means of radio distribution, 
but there is little evidence of its widespread use. 

 
76. In the late 90s, seeing the world go digital, radio started to take this path – in Canada, with a 

European digital audio broadcasting standard, DAB.  However, by the mid 2000s, Canada had 
effectively abandoned its failed DAB experiment, attributable to limited receiver availability and 
insufficient consumer value added.54  The US launched HD Radio around the same time that 
Canada was launching DAB.  It is now also a voluntary standard in Mexico, and holds 
experimental status in Canada.  

 
77. But something far more significant than digital radio happened to radio distribution in the last 

ten to 15 years: the landline Internet, the wireless Internet, combined with the computer, 
smartphone and other connected devices.  Today, upwards of 32% of Canadians report listening 
to radio more than an hour a day on their smartphone and 31% on a PC, laptop and tablet – 
higher than any other means including via portable radio, stereo or radio station website.55 

 
78. This has profound effects on both radio distribution and competition.  Whereas for its first 

eighty-five years, radio had a virtual monopoly as the only audio medium, now radio is 
increasingly distributed with a plethora of competing digital media.  Over the air – in analog or 
digital – radio competes with other local radio stations; on the Internet, it competes with 
everything the world has to offer. 

 
79. While it is in the industry’s self-interest to maintain a viable direct radio owned and controlled 

over the air path to the consumer, technology may ultimately pass that by.  At this stage, it is 
more likely that in twenty years 5G will become a more dominant distribution path to the 
consumer than FM or HD.  Indeed, there is a possibility that Canadian radio will ultimately all 
but skip the generation of digital distribution altogether.   

 

 
53  Fall 2019.  SRG Tuning Report, p. 18. 
54  See Technical Report, Appendix B, para. 84-90. 
55  SRG Consumer Report, p.40. 
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80. What is clear, for the purposes of the next five to seven year horizon, is that radio will have an 
increasingly mixed distribution model – analog, online, wireless, HD all being elements.  
Cheaper data plans and 5G will usher in more wireless listening.  HD may grow, and potentially 
become a more material means of receiving AM services in metropolitan markets and niche 
services generally.  AM will continue to be vital in reaching rural and communities across vast 
geographic areas, while FM will continue to be a competitive broadcaster-owned medium 
everywhere. 

III. Updating the Commercial Radio Policy Framework to Respond to Changing Business 
Realities 
 
81. For the last 50 years, the policy objectives for Commercial radio have remained remarkably 

consistent: 
 

• Maximizing exposure for Canadian music and Canadian talent; 

• Maintenance of programming diversity; 

• Ensuring programming of high standard, including local programming; and 

• A strong, well-financed commercial radio sector in both official languages.56 
 
82. Today’s open broadcasting system is, however, revealing the necessity for both a different 

emphasis and tools. 
 
83. In its Harnessing Change report, the Commission accepted this reality: 

 
Traditional Canadian services have historically operated in a closed economic and 
regulatory system, with closely guarded borders, protecting them from competitors 
outside and in many cases within Canada. Those borders are now being forced open, 
creating new benefits and challenges. …. Though Canadians’ expectations are higher 
than ever before in terms of what video and audio content they consume and where and 
how they consume it, traditional Canadian television and radio services will face 
increasing difficulties in meeting those expectations. 

 
… an important risk is that the legislative and regulatory frameworks currently employed 
in Canada are not easily adaptable to the changing reality. Whatever the future holds, 
more innovative and adaptable tools will be necessary to address the risks and 
opportunities of technological change impacting the video and audio markets.57 

 

 
56  See, for example, the objectives expressed in the 2006 Commercial Radio Policy (Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 

2006-158), including developing “A strong, well-financed commercial radio sector in both official languages capable 
of contributing to the fulfillment of the policy objectives set out in the Broadcasting Act (the Act).” 

 See also Public Notice CRTC 1990-111, An FM Policy for the Nineties and Commercial Radio Policy 1998, Public Notice 
CRTC 1998-41. Today, there are notable parallels to the 1995 Review of Certain Matters Concerning Radio, where the 
Commission stated, “the Canadian radio industry as a whole continues to experience financial difficulties. The 
Commission wishes to ensure that radio stations have the flexibility necessary to make programming adjustments 
and to implement economies while still meeting the objectives of the Act … the Commission's own decreasing 
resources coupled with its increased workload provide an additional impetus to review its regulations and policy 
guidelines to ensure that they are still necessary and effective.” https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/1995/pb95-60.htm  

57  Opportunities and Risks. Opportunity 5 / Risk 7: New developments at 
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/s15/eval.htm  

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/WAVjW1ppt00y3VZQFd4hnw12TC7ZeNy0kzjv9F4_xn4eAu11qJIF0X67Oa2z44Qd4n56nRkzgaBCUk_yGUlOAf1XxwNwy9fnTWS1CRj_Zr78QZKlrxEE1JscRnM04Ps-kAg3InMwoIlmuJseLwcFaJvz3ed3-BwTDqlengL4BZsGmokpY31LY7TVfqYqDpNftHZDIsKr3TxBHUDlj6BCVDfCiUaC8JpG0yq4tLDWpxw#r5
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/d0MtHb-QtMW9_S5J4mC_Gwc1FT2YnhsHdL3HsRkMWn5keDNa3xE1hNHs8kVnup_CQ-A0NIqdrtjpaGFSCTgZQwSMDvVQTob2GpdxRs6tTjsSd8WE1D5eQDiQmSR3q9Pzsbxjo1jffOQvfUnfGhrEBfJH3oWY1gyAshgjO2ajiyEo9yb6xaz4djqrJidVZ3dTuwRFJ2IzU4pQJppaa1ZhMUssmhF1Zpr5HYIoYlZng_A#m13
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/auaFdHNj9BoVa9XtpCtfSLosYmYcqrgvcWl-wp3uM0N04O1QJvO8bqX7Ezb7bN8pWd9zhtPbcQucDgVatMyZNdJ8KjYwp9tBa0T5Vh6jQ4Hl7-jn6CRiFB8HhvO65jc4oQTFuQHgwdM0VzGN-_eNwc1LA5FKXp88--DneNk9EWJOFl3SkPuwbfpTAl8rlPXbQiK5vVK8uij8ueRDyOYcifKJlHsfx3e5hv3bg7wL9Qc#o1
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/zcam2wYbLAw2ZorR8wl5ki1cVAF-NEQTPfywg0EflQonf4jzXKPuLGttG_Hs1-69sZFn-_s_-BPJaYXJQyoPViGmuEcpAeEdUkBr4zDQ2VCBE7ZiXswEbL_erAh91Oo81d2H6qqe8S0Kayb6yjy0UqjZI_kLo5J0Yv1JOIdWOmt8e-YJDLiW3fVvdfyYginteTdlXonNcuJRzoAzzmKWYO3nDrCmCBma4vuPB5PoX3Q#r4
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/HOIdaTF5xcvFi9r9jyvcGjQr0iHF4WCLgDU6_d4AbZha5YOkyYKBLPJ8sUJqyOKKd6_-FBhjZNPqqOgyLt5wxd22Kk_bIDxnmwR63YdB-pjbfBayXxN6ialAuPcFsy3cQZ0WneY0DqwY4tgVVp6ybuMMWsobzmMNdUrtgLOyno6RkKpz44OGSlTfPrlzNpUFmL_AIh88-IT_hpk0h35x-Gp6C-SwtQht8OlAL8HBehk#m4
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/wSMza7oSQYgNHx94EWW2v7mHhtmlZbY43FCZM9ZAwoEY1ICy-Tq0LR4ommre0UjckAvyRcHN7XfFO2W60eARIQlvdp_GBqCoCiglsk_fZ_JnOJM6msYXRO0_oz6_z5iKA7DKsa3B4CsEjF4F2s0cqo-R1DrzbAuxO4YT239Wd_YtysH40gj7Q6OR4e5lAnQ1WluhocR7cn9pyyqwas1A1icncXKh303Ax93XiwevtQI#m6
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/EwWDftDXURSbBFdbVETlJ-6QDDXVMzwqf5UdU1WPsSaanAht28pYYatnoCQZLSOqfMS_-c7EQiYgZSREHDRFnPASBGVteTLByuThPwL3u6lCH8tcG4D_zRH94hMEgvy6cRtlPhmA66LAyt0J5tIswqaxLOySd54ilUDNMOS4hAxmYAnL31N6oTJBSZdmJaYQlzqumGmhQnjrHmKXldBpl9XcUt4u4FeHdO2tnc0kOQ
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/FZNBzKOb4H6ZmCDfLHf1_RLsDtdsFU_se0bIYCIMHCiOWgMD_THL77U6PNtfrnReqvc9YMvAvp-_fOY2nP9B6Vn-hbP9cW6xqm4_2VWo04YVgDqbA732-nDcBERfZMILhAWvcqVGwzg06XdkiwLmm35KFGxCQlbe3t68VaKgJDohNfschYxr-S176tHHequJbgehCVlB7AYKi7uOS3lPCWKwE1dtJqJ2JqkZNxOtJQ
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/s15/eval.htm
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New challenges, new priorities 
 

84. Radio is not as ‘resilient’ as once thought, and even if it were, an open system means it is no 
longer possible to control entry or impose regulations without consequence.  Excessive 
regulatory obligations, be they content restrictions or ownership limitations, that reduce radio’s 
competitiveness or increase its cost structure simply drive audiences and advertisers further to 
digital platforms.  This serves no one’s interests.  Moreover, radio does not just compete in the 
audio space, or the music space or local news and information space – radio now competes for 
time and advertising dollars with social media platforms, video, gaming and more. 

 
85. Local news and information programming – always a core private radio strength, but not 

historically identified as a policy priority – has emerged as the area of content most valued and 
at most risk. 

 
86. All local media – now including radio – are suffering from the breakdown in the advertising 

supported business model for local news.  Communities across the country have lost their daily 
newspapers, and now risk losing their local TV stations and radio stations – or, more 
immediately, the local news and information programming that makes these stations “local”. 

 
87. Another area of concern caused by the rise of streaming services is the need to ensure continued 

language diversity.  In a closed system, the Commission could control the amount of 
competition French-language radio would face.  However, in today’s borderless broadcasting 
environment, French-language stations must compete directly with foreign streaming services, 
almost all of which offer predominantly English-language programming.  

 

Success in achieving other priorities – content diversity and Canadian music 
 
88. By contrast, significant progress has been made on other radio policy objectives. Aided by a half 

century of support from commercial radio, Canadian music has become an international success 
story.58 Moreover, content diversity, particularly that of music content, is being enhanced by the 
plethora of new digital options, and it can be demonstrated, would benefit further on radio by 
more flexible common ownership limits.59 

 
89. Private broadcasters already provide as much local news and information programming in 

English, French, ethnic and indigenous languages as is appropriate to their services and formats 
and as is financially sustainable. Placing scheduled newscasts on a hits station with a young 
demographic, or increasing news on any music station to an extent or in dayparts that listeners 
are not demanding, will lead to lower audiences and revenues. 

 
58  As stated by the Commission, “Canada’s support mechanisms (e.g. CCD, music quotas, funds) have helped nurture 

successful artists. Year after year, Canadian recording artists and music selections appear on the charts for the most 
popular musical artists and best-selling tracks and albums worldwide. There is also a star system closer to home, with 
Canadian French-language musicians occupying the top spots for the highest-selling albums in Quebec in 2017. In 
addition, several Canadian French-language artists also shine on the international stage (e.g. Coeur de Pirate and Pierre 
Lapointe), with album sales in France that are as high as sales in Quebec.” Harnessing Change report, Market Insight 
22. 

59  The CRTC Ipsos research asked about diversity of music within commercial radio but did not ask about diversity 
across all media.  Even within commercial radio alone, however, Ipsos found that 32% of respondents found ‘diversity 
of song, genres and artists’ satisfactory and only 11% found it unsatisfactory. CRTC Ipsos Report p.19. 
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90. In effect, this is what is also already happening in respect of Canadian music, including  FVM.  

At 35% or more for popular music, Canadian content levels are twenty five percentage points 
higher than, or more than three times, a normal “market” rate.  At 65%, FVM music is at least 
twenty percentage points above a natural “market” rate. 

 
91. Unfortunately, music content requirements at these levels are not helping record sales or touring 

revenues, nor are they helping radio stations build audiences and advertising, or allowing stations 
to reinvest those revenues into local programming. They are just driving listeners from private 
radio to unregulated platforms. 

 
92. The CAB respectfully submits that radio regulatory policy can no longer rely on restrictive tools. 

The path forward should not be more regulation of private radio but less. The CAB urges the 
Commission to implement a framework that relies more on market forces to meet objectives 
like diversity and local programming. It should reduce content obligations and ownership 
restrictions to help stem the loss of audiences and advertisers, and allow stations to cut 
operational costs other than local programming.  It should use incentives to encourage 
behaviour – such as more support for emerging artists – rather than prescriptive regulations. 
And it should anticipate and encourage funding support from government and online platforms 
in lieu of increased obligations on private radio stations. 

 
93. The objective for this proceeding should be clear – it is about setting the conditions for a 

sustainable Canadian commercial radio sector in a vastly different environment, one in which 
private radio has an opportunity to survive and thrive in ways that also meet core public policy 
objectives.  

 

Towards a future fair and equitable regulatory framework 
 
94. In the Notice, the Commission states: 

This proceeding will consider current objectives of the Broadcasting Act. If a change is 
made to the Broadcasting Act during this process, the Commission will notify the interested 
parties of how to proceed to take this into account. 

95. The CAB accepts that this current proceeding can only be based on the Broadcasting Act (the 
Act) as it exists today.  To that end, nothing the CAB is proposing in this proceeding relies on, 
or even necessarily anticipates, a new Government-led policy framework, be it through the 
power of direction, Bill C-10 or other legislation. 

 
96. However, there is nothing legally preventing the Commission from initiating a process to 

consider rescinding or amending the Digital Media Exemption Order (DMEO)60 and applying 
contribution requirements on foreign audio, music, or possibly even audio-visual news and 
information players, such as Spotify, YouTube or Facebook.  And doing so is critical.  As the 
Commission noted in the Harnessing Change report:   

 

 
60  Broadcasting Order CRTC 2012-409. 
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The current regulatory approach to audio and video content establishes benefits for 
traditional players, as well as related obligations. Neither these benefits nor these 
obligations are applied to the many online international services also operating in Canada 
and playing increasingly important roles in the broadcasting system. These services draw 
significant revenues from Canada and Canadians and, in some cases, also make important 
contributions, but neither their roles and responsibilities nor their contributions are 
currently recognized—and are certainly not guaranteed. These services are not identical 
and so should not make identical contributions. Instead, their contributions should be 
appropriate to their circumstances, while providing the greatest benefit to Canadians. 
These contributions, however, should be equitable to ensure that all players can compete 
fairly and effectively, which also benefits Canadians.61 

 
97. The recommendations the CAB is putting forward in this proceeding optimistically presume 

that in the next two to three years obligations will be imposed on online players, including 
equitable contributions from music streaming services (audio and audio visual). This submission 
merely proposes the minimum changes necessary to keep radio competitive as we finally begin 
to move towards equity with online players. 

 
98. Any change made to the Act as a result of Bill C-10 would therefore have no impact on the 

CAB’s proposals. However, our proposals do assume that any proceeding held within three 
years on equitable contributions from foreign online platforms would expressly include a review 
of the contributions of private broadcasters, and whether they require further adjustment to 
achieve equity. They also assume that if no such hearing is held within three years of a 
substantive decision in this proceeding, the Commission would entertain a further review of 
commercial radio’s contribution requirements. 

IV. The Canadian Music Industry is well positioned for the future  
 
99. The changing fortunes of the Canadian music and radio industries and their interplay, is the 

subject of a report by Ross Davies, a radio consultant and former executive, The Road Ahead – 
The new relationship for Canadian Radio and Music, (Music Report) attached as Appendix H. 

 
100. As noted in the Music Report, the introduction of Canadian content requirements on AM 

stations just over 50 years ago ushered in what most would agree was one of the most successful 
combined cultural/industrial policies ever. 

 
101. At the time, AM radio was itself 50 years old.  It was well established and reasonably profitable.  

The new “competing” medium was FM radio – not a ‘foreign’ threat, but a new technology that 
was to usher in more Canadian radio stations, more choice, and better signal quality. 

 
102. In the 50 years since then, both the Canadian music and Canadian radio industries have grown 

significantly.  Generations of Canadian music artists have been able to take advantage of the 
platform radio provided, and build successful careers.  Radio stations withstood the growth of 
television, and carved out their niche as local audio media. 

 
103. Nevertheless, the last 15 years has brought significant changes in the operating environment for 

both industries.  As noted in the Music Report: 

 
61  Harnessing Change, June 2018, Conclusions 4(ii) at https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/s15/pol1.htm#pr2  

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/pnbjtkZyZFIOJV1JjctGgj9PXilYavXUTfcSsoF6xI8z7I99rXHjcZ-FUZ0QslcxZvoS3UGzqtHHr2DVdsDl5OvGdx1VAC_Uv7CEYE-pJ4qUxclpzMoTsId4H4NG_HYXF84E6GktNKvbkOAaHnGWNiJ4mjDxiMSQYRDPwkPAU-_2yvuqt4JY6XPL6DlrYsehhF-aM1M3PchqfGwnlJmxanfKx9sY5xk-hrQYkTrPnHs#pr2
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By the time the next radio review was conducted in 2006 Napster had come on 
the scene and free file sharing through various pirate sites decimated record sales. 
iTunes only had its initial launch in 2003 and was a very new service as people got 
used to listening to music on their digital devices.  Between 2000 and 2006, 
revenues from physical sales in Canada dropped from $1.3 billion to $564 million, 
a decline of over 57%.  Digital services, having just begun and still in the early 
stages, represented only $34.5 million, for a total of $618 million.62 The music 
industry was in retreat - there were several rounds of downsizing staff, lower 
investment in artist recordings and mergers of the major labels as the industry was 
forced to contract.63  

 
104. By 2013, the music industry had hit rock bottom, while private radio in Canada was relatively 

healthy.  However, by the time the pandemic hit in early 2020, the tables had turned: 
 

While it’s a little early to have 2020 revenue figures from last year the trend is clear 
and the music industry is building its revenue back thanks almost entirely to 
streaming.64  In 2018 streaming revenue alone was worth $343 million which was 
almost 10 times the revenue generated in 2014.65 This number increased again in 
2019 by 31% and by mid-year 2020 this trend had stayed on track with an increase 
of 16%66. This all points to streaming revenue for 2020 in excess of $500 million 
and total revenue for the Canadian music industry, even with COVID-19 impacts, 
of $1 billion.  

 
105. From 2013 to 2018, Canadian recorded music revenues grew 20.1%, while private radio 

revenues declined 6.8%.67 Put another way, since the CRTC’s targeted radio policy review, the 
“revenue gap” between the private radio and recorded music – between regulated and a portion 
of beneficiary revenues – had declined by over 16%.68 
 

106. Through these massive changes, radio’s Canadian content requirements remained unchanged, 
and its financial support for Canadian music artists were both relatively stable and much greater 
than CCD contributions alone.  Combined amounts to CCD and copyright collectives for the 
use of Canadian music averaged $100 million a year over the last 10 years (2010-2019).69 

 
62  Music Canada statistics https://musiccanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/2006.pdf  
63  Sony and BMG merged in August 2004 and EMI was sold to Universal in 2012 reducing the major label music 

companies from five to three. 
64  A trend noted by the CRTC in its 2018 Harnessing Change Report.  See Figure 30: Streaming music revenues are growing 

and have compensated for the decline in music sales. https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/s15/mar3.htm  
65  Music Canada statistics (https://musiccanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/2018-Stats.pdf) 
66  https://www.billboard.com/p/nielsen-music-mrc-datas-us-year-end-2019-report-canada   
67  Music industry revenues from Music Canada “Total Music Market” statistics (physical and digital recording sales, and 

other revenue streams such as performance rights and synchronization licenses), but excluding touring and 
merchandizing. Private radio revenues from CRTC Financial Summaries. 

68  In reality, the Canadian music industry, writ large (and absent COVID-19) is significantly larger than Canadian private 
radio, and has been for some time. A 2015 report commissioned by Music Canada found that live music companies 
in Ontario alone generated $628 million in revenue from live music activities in 2013 and generated profits of $144 
million. https://musiccanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Live-Music-Measures-Up.pdf.  While live music 
all but shut down during the pandemic, it is poised to return post pandemic with a vengeance. 

69  CMI Report, p.10. 

https://musiccanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/2006.pdf
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/ieMtRjRg9QTSZnvFHRQPuYnnbrF4hc87M2s5MrA78HqukY8Si2vpjsVpK8hudqtsAX1GbsqdmPQ-jJbhoXxUZgRmhzIKuiTFfCVTyTCs-n2yQlUWw_Eyx0wG9Xgc_QOsCm5zUobzZVvfLz29MK4l0fOJHZWJpPdqHUKDuwSc7_S5a30TucDPJcWqfpoQ_xY50FUQ0sED8Mey7Day0OR2AqLGbGkJtJyyX2_hdjG8wuI
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/7LOh4LjJa72G947IDy-UCbtCv-9F-Nw-5JSxX3k5PnnC72kvvgJHus2uq18eY5cQjSxdTTKsqf8ZRGBeO1-lVsRiOFd7T3Xqs009Nuv2yINvQTiY9yjIzAykgWwuLJyRLHHPJOeFh1UaOO8cXxl6Anzln1n0Vau3bRjoJleZL__caXSQje8jmQa0G4Z5Ed0t5HM7mB9QcOkpPUMVaz6y0uZ-el2bl54niC6a2wGReVv9V7cIZ2M2kM1UqjQbWbQRZQ
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/hBN_T8dTOG2oHpIFk-m_Q5_ij3krrQ_u9cJNbMN6qYULf4LD56-uW9rMv-zQn5TPjJWWkEVJ7sj8sp_WzpblFKI4Yema1mDi3gKhO4kgA1TAHJw4Hh2ykeK1i2uTm6HsL9bAnW0bEgST4AI3-hYb9LYbQJ7pqD0XNkyPvbRSgUJsREdk2Pv0kWlwFQSb_a-MBZJDuO_WdojXwwoIiuk1JugPahIyuhBgsGUfIiTvVJ4But2qglFcq12hohqePXhsDy5WbrpEfhD3xJfHbQX2g-9D
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/vE45F8s9mlZXxFHQSW0dfx_zVkJqQaUMg5iM0dxqh2SlEwMPiQ-ruKRdOVoM1B1f2-SXkbmYjuznwksTy8B39ecbrgNymGaMUYx5ckJtzLSL1Px52_T_wie02gwJO-5L3MZGzW1Ee7_mw04-C_2aPOEHu2NpPjxiFLluiBcBIJY2YjPq9jqLiq6WSEzoE8W19LDztJnX9bFhLi0gKwBtbOgNWE83nkqO4B1Qrz5G48rJWMlVZ9DlIaL26AaQ75venn1Zu_UpffGtaPdlNA
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Total of CCD and copyright payments from Canadian private radio broadcasters to 
Canadian recipients, 2010-2019: 

 
Note:  The copyright payments shown here have been adjusted to exclude the estimated portion of 
those payments that went to recipients outside of Canada. 

 
SOURCE:  CRTC; Statistics Canada; Communications Management Inc. 
 

107. COVID-19 hit both sectors hard, and neither is expected to recover overnight.  And yet 
Canadian music shines.  Instead of complaining about Canadian ads on the Super Bowl, 
Canadians witnessed the Weeknd anchor halftime, the first ever Canadian artist to do so, and 
the first artist ever to headline it alone.70 

 
108. While radio cannot ever be expected to approach 2019 revenue levels again, the music industry 

is poised for global growth, with Canadian artists playing an even greater role. Pent up demand 
for live concerts is strong, with virtual performances a new source of revenue.71  Regulatory 
contributions from foreign platforms, should they be introduced, will add another level of 
support for Canadian talent. 
 

109. By any reasonable measure, the future looks bright for Canadian music.  In contrast, the future 
for Canadian private radio is much more challenging. 

 

The artist’s path  
 
110. As set out in the Music Report, as important as radio has been to Canadian music, not every 

musical artist’s path benefits from radio airplay and exposure.  Radio is a mainstream ‘hit’-driven 

 
70  In the past, the Super Bowl has, however, featured Canadian stars such as Shania Twain and Dan Ackroyd. 
71  See, for example, Music Report, p. 6. 
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medium. It can help create stars.  But just as all talented hockey players do not make the NHL, 
many talented musicians do not become radio stars, or choose a different path.  Unlike sports 
players, however, many musical artists can build careers in cover bands, in folk, instrumental 
and other niche musical genres.  And while radio CCD contributions may help along the way, 
radio airplay is not a factor. 

 
111. What is a factor, and what has been a major boost to such music artists, is the ability to build a 

community on the Internet. This factor, and its significance for public policy, has exploded since 
the targeted radio review in 2013.  And it goes well beyond streaming revenue: 

 
Whereas in 1998 artists would be funded by the labels to record an album, make 
two or three expensive videos and have big campaigns to increase profile at retail 
– none of these things exist today for most artists.  … For most developing 
Canadian artists, the goal is to build a fan base using digital platforms, social media 
and touring to increase and solidify a loyal fan base. Videos get made cheaply and 
can be promoted on artist websites, YouTube or Instagram. For artists at all stages 
of their career, post COVID-19, touring revenue is going to be their predominant 
source of revenue. 
 
This recent trend towards streaming platforms is a welcome change, particularly 
for more niche artists, because the customized playlists allows for promotional 
opportunities to reach a specific fanbase with specific tastes.  While there have 
always been examples of successful artists who do not garner significant radio 
airplay (Dave Matthews, Metallica, Jack Johnson), there are now even more 
avenues for developing artists to gain audiences unique to their specific style 
which may not suit more mainstream targeted radio formats.72 
 

Radio’s support for Canadian music remains important, but it is no longer the only vehicle  
 
112. As the Commission states in the Notice, radio “remains the leading audio distribution platform 

for music, news and spoken word content across Canada”.  However, it is no longer the primary 
source for support and exposure for Canadian artists.  Given the various different platforms on 
the Internet, artists now have new self-directed avenues of promotion, awareness and 
distribution available. As a result, the artist’s path to a meaningful career has changed 
dramatically over the past decade.  

 
113. Understanding today’s reality for the discoverability of Canadian music and exposure of artistic 

talent is vital for the Commission in this proceeding. A new regulatory framework must both 
embrace and support the new path Canadian music and Canadian radio must carve for survival 
and indeed success.  In the CAB’s view, this requires both a greater targeting of radio’s support 
for Canadian music and a recognition that Canadian content levels help no one when they start 
to make radio less viable and do not increase the domestic market share of Canadian artists. 

V. Establishing a new Commercial Radio Policy Framework 
 
114. A new policy framework for commercial radio must recognize four realities: 

 
72  Music Report, p.5-6. 
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• First, that radio’s core competitive advantage and greatest public policy contribution is its 
localness; 

• Second, every radio station will respond in a different programmatic way, appropriate to 
their demographic target, music genre, personalities, market, synergies and resources; 

• Third, private radio’s operating environment is being increasingly challenged – listeners 
spend less time and advertisers spend less money; and 

• Fourth, today’s open system means that it is no longer possible for the Commission to 
control entry or impose regulations without negative consequence. 

 
115. For private radio to continue to succeed, it must evolve and the regulatory framework must 

evolve with it.  Radio cannot maintain current levels of ownership diversity, support for 
Canadian music, and local programming, including local news and information, and remain 
viable at the same time.  Something has to give, and in 2021, we have seen that if something 
does not change, radio’s viability and local programming will suffer.   

 
116. It is important that every decision made in this proceeding be looked at through the prism of 

competitiveness.  If it helps radio compete, it will serve the broader public interest – the public 
interest in at least one viable strong local medium in hundreds of markets across Canada that 
connects people to their communities. 

 
117. The CAB’s regulatory proposals in this proceeding have all been developed in recognition of 

the new realities facing commercial radio, and their consequences.   
 
118. To achieve this, we respectfully request: 

 

• A more targeted approach to the support of Canadian music and French-vocal music, 
that better reflects competitive realities, and supports Canadian artists, including emerging 
artists, first and foremost.  This involves updating MAPL and starting to incent, rather 
than just mandate, airplay.  

• The relaxation of rules designed to ensure content and ownership diversity in the radio 
segment.  Canadian private radio companies now compete with global companies orders 
of magnitude larger.  There is no lack of content diversity generally, but a lack of Canadian 
content on competing digital platforms.  

• A moves towards a more fair and equitable regulatory framework, including (a) no new 
or increased expenditure obligations, (b) reductions in tangible benefits payable and (c) 
greater flexibility on CCD contributions, monitoring and compliance, and eliminating 
unnecessary rules that can never be expected to placed on digital platforms. 

 

A more targeted approach to Canadian content (Cancon) exhibition  
 

A. Cancon levels closer to, but still significantly higher than, natural market 
levels 

 
119. At 35% or more for popular music, Canadian content levels are more than three times 

reasonable measures of normal “market” level, such as (a) the market share of Canadian artists 
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on domestic music streaming charts (10.4% in 2017;73 (b) Canadian music sales as a percentage 
of total (10-15%);74 (c) the percentage of top 100 songs played by Canadian radio stations that 
are Canadian (6%);75 and (d) the percentage of BDSradio top 1000 titles streamed in Canada 
that are Canadian (7.2% in 2021).76 

 
120. When mandated Cancon levels become so out of sync with market reality, they become a 

material competitive disadvantage. Radio stations are forced to over play musical selections that 
may not attract listeners.77   

 
121. What makes this all the more problematic in the current environment is that at the same time 

as competing unregulated music services are flourishing, the discrepancy between mandated 
Cancon levels and market levels is actually increasing. 

 
122. Statistics Canada data filed by the CAB in the 2006 Radio Review indicated that Canadian 

recordings only comprised 17% of total sales of recordings in 1998 and 16% of total sales of 
recordings in 2000 and 2003.78  The 35% Cancon level was therefore then twice a reasonable 
proxy for a market level. 

 
123. A Cancon level two times greater than the market is a significant obligation. But radio 

programmers have been able to successfully meet that challenge, and are prepared to continue 
to do so. A Cancon level of three times the market or more starts to have the opposite effect of 
what it was intended to accomplish.  Instead of promoting and helping Canadians discover 
music, it turns them away. 

 
124. Results from the CRTC’s Ipsos Report are mixed on Cancon requirements.  In Ipsos Focus 

Groups, “awareness of Canadian Content Requirements was mixed to low”79.  While, in 
principle, a majority of “Canadians support the Canadian content and French-language music 
rules currently in place for commercial radio and relatively few are opposed”80, they oppose the 
imposition of any such obligations on streaming services that would “interfere with consumers' 
ability to choose the content they want.”81   

 
125. For this reason, the CAB proposes that the Commission reduce the current exhibition 

requirement for popular Canadian music from 35% to no more than 25%. 
 

 
73  Notice, para 30. Evaluation of the Canada Music Fund 2012–2013 to 2017-2018. Streaming being today’s most common 

alternative to radio and hence a more relevant statistic than sales. 
74  See generally, Music Report, p.10-11. 
75  DB Media and P1 Media Group Music Test Analysis, Appendix A to Music Report. 
76  BDSradio top 1000 titles, Audio Streaming Report, Forsyth Consulting, March 2021, Appendix B to Music Report. 
77  Supported by research findings that only 6% of the top 100 songs played by Canadian radio stations are Canadian 

(6%), also find that roughly 59% of the worst testing 100 songs are Canadian.  Ibid. 
78  CAB filing for Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2006 - 158 (Page 7, P 52). 
79  CRTC Ipsos Report, p.24. 
80  Ibid, p. 22. 
81  Ibid, p.32. In addition, “there was a view that the percentages per se were less of an issue, rather the issue being that 

a handful of very famous Canadian artists and bands tend to dominate the airwaves. This in turn led to calls for more 
support for the rest of the Canadian artist industry.” p. 5.   

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/1HOXHcDzC7wrnLLxFVutcCzrC6lxvQ_XhLNDsO_7P9nsGgkaB9ELvGGZWCmftxKeBvb0batHc1LXDxasfW_D9vA7UH-BtLCWi3LLYGUcMWM-XzyvCVB2ymFM2K-sNHZ171HE2cu8zt3QcvEF-wYeIeJiGtMd13VBHeJSbV1itkgwqzIPAJFMOILeQXFSn8T35wODQYC5abEDhYhgJlhHFgRQfSEbvjlWxoG_1fpLL44K1YeU1mhOl-L0zk7kAmJY2sl-3jI8Y6XQ4zNTUfoIG6eaVDdeguQPPeQ-YtyUKjfKQg6OYf-GS28j6OveynQqrDwXXxoAobn3dT-ghtQclsl9LGqQ
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B. Updated Expectations Concerning French-language Vocal Music (FVM) 
 
126. Current FVM levels similarly exceed what can be reasonably considered market levels by a wide 

margin.  Notably: 
 

• Over the last ten years, French-language sound recordings have captured an average of 36.71% 
percent of total sales of sound recordings in Quebec;82 and 

• By contrast, English-language sound recordings generated an average of 58.54% of total 
record sales in Quebec.83  
 

127. Moreover, a recent CAB-commissioned analysis of consumption of music via online streaming 
services such as Spotify, Apple Music, Tidal, YouTube, Soundcloud and Amazon Music reveals 
that the percentage of FVM being streamed by French speaking listeners represents only 0.6% 
of all streaming in Canada or under 2.6% of streaming by French-speaking listeners.84 This 
compares to 7.2% listening to Canadian content overall – in itself, a significant enough departure 
from regulated Cancon levels, but nowhere near the disconnect that exists between private radio 
FVM requirements and streaming FVM reality. 

 
128. This points to both the extent of the public policy challenge of maintaining FVM on popular 

media in Canada, and the considerable downside of a policy that attempts to address this 
challenge by imposing excessive FVM on regulated broadcasters that will just further drive 
audiences to unregulated alternatives.  

 
129. By making FVM requirements more flexible, realistic and attainable, the Commission would 

also make them more effective at achieving their public policy objective.   

 

C. Modernizing MAPL, Airplay Incentives and Other Content Specific Rules 
 
130. In anticipation of this proceeding, the CAB convened a committee of radio programmers from 

member stations across the country to review and make recommendations on MAPL and airplay 
options.  The Music Report identifies those recommendations, which the CAB addresses in 
detail in response to the Commission’s questions. 

 
131. Each of CAB’s recommendations follow those set out in the Music Report and serve at least 

one of the following three objectives: 
 

1. To place greater weight and emphasis on the role of the Canadian artist, reflecting both 
their unique and irreplaceable contribution to Canadian creativity and the way in which 
technology has changed how that contribution is made; 

 
82  L'Observatoire sur la culture et les communications du Québec, Rapport 2020, (2010-2019) page 11. 
83  Ibid. 
84  MRC BDS top 10,000 titles streamed in Canada for the 5-month period on a weekly basis from October 2020 to 

February 2021, per Music Report, Appendix H to the CAB Intervention. Canada’s French speaking population was 
estimated at 22.8% of the total by Statistics Canada in 2016, with the French population by mother tongue being 21%.  
https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/services/official-languages-bilingualism/publications/statistics.html.  
Conservatively assuming all listening to FVM is by French-speaking listeners would mean that 0.6%/22.8% or more 
accurately 5,186,346/893,702,946/22.8% = under 2.6% of French-speaking listener streaming is to FVM. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/o8vS1gAb083luj-NM-FL4im_m38zcIsHFtm1Exw9fQ_n5IRkA5mP-obZRuNrAuSUWrncb1Xe49Oil8wcjodKit-QYzMa7RWc8yWJd4bv_FFiNmVi72PdE-c48pRSB0tkAHR0khpgAOM6ojFF-dxZNEU5uP8JJpLL9-b28-or4KBO_Y0tgh2HaU6ob_auzH-qqTJAgYdpTo6Q_obP4q_HZE1YMUBCku5a5YDdXE0eEhYkN85go2S-h7Lxm5tBKctkZE6Y46p_FoCs3_R3gQNwbS4kB6di-t9jNWnQqPYT5tenYgXSkLlrKnwOz3U23wZJ
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2. To incent greater airplay of emerging artists; and 
3. To update outdated rules and better reflect current circumstances. 

 
132. In placing greater weight and emphasis on the role of the Canadian artist, CAB proposes the 

following: 
 

• Adjust the A (artist) criteria in MAPL to count for 2 points. This would recognize 
that the A in MAPL is the most important defining element of a Canadian song. It would 
end the counterproductive practice of denying recognition of songs by Canadian artists 
who seek to take advantage of collaboration opportunities on the global stage.  It defies 
common sense when songs like “Everything I Do, I Do It For You” by Bryan Adams, 
“Sorry” by Justin Bieber, “I’m Yours” by Alessia Cara, “My Heart Will Go On” by Celine 
Dion, “You Needed Me” by Anne Murray, “In The Night” by The Weeknd or “Forever 
and For Always” by Shania Twain do not count as Canadian content, because of current 
definitions.  In the minds of all Canadians, these songs are clearly “Canadian”. 

• Update the P (performance) criteria in MAPL to include production by a 
Canadian.  While the P in MAPL currently includes “a live performance that is recorded 
wholly in Canada”, it excludes Canadian producers using non-domestic production 
facilities. When the Commission first issued the MAPL criteria, the “P” was designed to 
assist the Canadian production industry by allowing performances produced in a Canadian 
studio to qualify.  The rule was later adjusted to refer only to “performance”, that is, where 
the musical selection consisted of a live performance that is recorded in Canada or wholly 
performed in Canada. This provides little assistance to, or incentive to use, Canadian 
producers, and fails to recognize their creative value. 

 
133. The other two components of the MAPL system would remain unchanged and two points 

would continue to be required for a song to be counted as a Canadian selection. 
 
134. In addition, to incent greater airplay of emerging artists, the CAB proposes: 
 

• Creating a 150% Emerging Artist Credit. All stakeholders agree that fostering and 
developing future music stars must always be a priority, and that Canadian radio is a good 
vehicle to help.  As the CRTC has recognised in other such circumstances, an incentive-
based approach is the best way to achieve public policy objectives while not 
compromising competitiveness.  The proposed credit would provide a material incentive 
for current music-based formats to focus on featuring new and emerging artists as part of 
their daily playlist. An artist would be considered “emerging” when a period of five years 
or less has elapsed since the release of the artist’s first commercially marketed song. Each 
qualified artist would be credited as receiving an additional 50% spin count (i.e. 1.5 spins) 
that in turn would help stations maintain their minimum weekly Cancon commitment.  
The 150% spin credit would also be applied against FVM requirements. 

• Create a spin credit for a Quebec artist singing in another language. This would 
also be applied against FVM requirements, and would help French-language radio better 
compete while still supporting homegrown artists. The credit would reduce FVM quotas 
by a percentage equivalent to the percentage of vocal musical selections by Quebec artists 
singing in a language other than French, up to 10%.  
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135. Finally, other rules that should be updated to better reflect current circumstances include: 
 

• Update the 5% Cancon relief policy for oldies formats.  This rule was first 

implemented over 20 years ago, with the benchmark year to qualify for relief set at 1981. 

While it served its purpose at the time, today it is two decades out of date.  Resetting the 

date to 2001 would allow gold-based formats where 90% or more of their songs are pre-

2001 to qualify for the 5% benefit (i.e. a new 20% overall Cancon commitment). Going 

forward, we recommend that the benchmark year become a floating benchmark that is 

calculated by subtracting 20 years from the current date. This will ensure this guideline 

stays up to date automatically. Given the unique situation in Quebec and the even greater 

problem of over exposure of FVM, the benchmark should be ten years or more for 

French-language licensees. 

• Eliminate all Category 3 conditions of licence for Category 2 music stations.  In an 

effort to promote diversity of formats, some non-specialty format radio stations are 

mandated by their licence to play a percentage of Category 3 music, often in the range of 

10-15%. The typical result is that otherwise mainstream stations play jazz or blues music 

for a few hours late at night, generally to very low ratings. Today, the need to provide that 

kind of diversity on Canadian radio is diminished by the presence of digital music services. 

Canadian services like Stingray Music, CBC Music, Radioplayer Canada and iHeartRadio 

provide dedicated digital streaming channels of non-stop specialty music formats like jazz, 

blues, and classical.85 International providers like Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon Music 

also do the same. Listeners who wish to hear specialty music now have access to it 24/7 

via digital streams, and they are less likely to tune into a mainstream radio station for a 

late-night or weekend specialty music program. These conditions of licence now only 

serve to prevent terrestrial radio stations from maximizing their potential audience. 

• Revise the current measurement window to 5:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. M-F and 5:00 

a.m. – 1:00 a.m. all week. This would more accurately reflect today’s prime time listening 

window. Commercial radio now identifies morning drive starting at 5am during the week.  

Key morning show talent start their shows at either 5:00 or 5:30 a.m., not 6:00 a.m.  Station 

advertising rate cards reflect this in their time blocks. Further, today’s work environment 

features flexible working hours, the result of which is more and more tuning taking place 

prior to 6 a.m. Similarly, the current industry afternoon time block is 3:00-8:00 p.m. for 

sales purposes, which again accounts for the increase in flexible hours in the workforce. 

There is a significant amount of tuning taking place up to 7:00 p.m.   

 
136. The effect of these proposed changes would depend on station formats and programming 

strategies.  Modelling suggests that emerging artist airplay would materially increase in formats 
conducive to emerging and independent music, and represent aggregate increases across the 
sector.86 More Canadian music played by radio would feature Canadian performers and artists, 
be they vocalists, instrumentalists or producers.  Rather than being disincented from 

 
85  Radioplayer Canada and iHeartRadio provide diversity through out of market radio stations; other services have even 

more niche, including personalized, music streams.  
86  Music Study, p. 13. 
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collaborating internationally, Canadian musical artists would have more incentive to shine on a 
global stage, enhancing opportunities for touring and royalties. 

 
137. In return, Canadian radio stations would be better positioned to play more Canadian music that 

resonates with their listeners, and closer to natural market levels.   

 

Increased opportunities for local operational efficiency 
 
138. For five decades, regulators have operated on the assumption that diversity in Canadian radio 

must be assured through regulation, not entrusted to the market.  When radio could be 
considered a market unto itself, placing stringent limits on ownership of multiple stations in a 
given market may have been reasonable. 

 
139. Similarly, when advertising sales were logically segmented between different media appealing to 

different demographics at different times and in different ways, severe restrictions on local 
ownership generally did not undermine radio stations’ profitability.  

 
140. However, the market has changed dramatically.  With local radio losing market share to a 

plethora of digital media, when every dollar counts, the public policy focus must change. 
Specifically, it must shift from finding room for new stations to furthering the survival of 
existing stations, under current or new ownership. It must position incumbent stations to take 
advantage of greater operational efficiencies.  

 
141. These are not theoretical issues.  CRTC financial statistics demonstrate that through to 2018, 

despite revenue declines, radio programming expenditures held.87 Private radio stations have 
done this by managing costs elsewhere in their operations. They took advantage of the latest 
digital technologies for music storage and playback, studio space and reporting. They centralized 
national sales, accounting, billing, human resources, promotion, creative and strategic 
management, and made them as efficient as possible.  

 
142. Before the pandemic hit, broadcasters had trimmed non-programming costs by $77 million, or 

over 10%, during the previous five years,88 but faced with sudden revenue losses caused by 
COVID-19, virtually all station groups were forced to more deeply cut both programming and 
non-programming costs, almost overnight.  Radio broadcasters conducted line by line budget 
reviews to reduce or eliminate any non-essential line items, with maintaining local news and 
information programming through the pandemic the highest priority.89  

 

 
87  In fact, as both a percentage of revenues and expenses, programming and production expenses actually increased two 

percentage points over this period. Programming and production expenses for commercial radio were $510M in 2015, 
$499M in 2016, $501M in 2017 and $503M in 2018, despite revenue declines totalling $89M over this period.  
Programming and production declined to $488M in 2019; on a percentage of revenue basis, however, 2019 did not 
represent a decline from 2018.  

88  From $747m to $670m between 2015 and 2019. CRTC Financial Summaries. 
89  As confirmed by the CAB Survey. 
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143. Thanks to the CEWS, staff cuts were initially avoided.90 Unfortunately, as CEWS support has 
diminished,91 and the extent and duration of the pandemic’s effect on revenues become clearer, 
radio operators have had to make difficult choices to ensure short and longer term viability. 
These include: 

 

• Limiting local event coverage; 

• Relying more heavily on third party news feeds; 

• Voice-tracking more day parts;  

• Regionalizing more daytime programming; and 

• Producing more local programming remotely.  
 

144. Few additional opportunities for operational efficiencies remain under the current regulatory 
regime, and difficult decisions loom for every operator in the country.  

 
145. Entering their second century, private radio operators will have to be even more nimble, cost 

effective, and free to meet listener and advertiser needs to be successful. Radio regulatory 
policies needs to position private radio for success, beginning with revisions to the Common 
Ownership Policy (COP).  

 
146. An updated COP, reflecting today’s business realities and policy priorities, will be positive for 

all concerned. 
 

• Canadians will benefit from radio stations that have more resources available for on-air 
programming;  

• Operators who do not believe they, or certain of their stations, are in the best position to 
make the transition can sell; 

• Operators who see a solid, albeit challenging, future in radio can trade or buy; and 

• The Commission will have created a policy environment that assists viability and ensures 
the resources are available to invest in local news and information. 
 

 

A. Achieving a new common ownership balance 
 
147. The Commission established the current COP over twenty years ago, in 1998, based on the 

operating conditions that existed at that time.92 

 
90  Independent radio broadcasters have also benefited from $14 million out of $22.5 million in Emergency funding 

provided by the Government of Canada, and issued in Q1 and Q2 of the 2021 broadcast year.  Recipients report that 
this funding helped maintain news and information programming over those periods; but given the ongoing impacts 
of the pandemic, it will have little lasting effect.  

91  While CEWS was ultimately extended to June 2021, given lower revenue impacts and adjustments to CEWS eligibility, 
radio broadcasters report receiving one third as much support from CEWS starting in Fall 2020 than early Summer 
2021. CAB Survey. 

92   First established in Public Notice 1998-41 (the 1998 Commercial Radio Policy), confirmed in the Public Notice 2008-4 
(the Diversity of Voices Policy), and the 2013 targeted radio review Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2014-554. The 
rules are: 

 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/q5dbmuTPruXXv5BuBPbR7I2At7niBC733ba47Nj8vHWcHPHp3Oqw9R9ztk2Qna9xPo_kbOemJpTyLat8Hp5jHS0m2FjykM-NAabWw9-miN9lNMxZ4wSOL3VVImA87nljZmFjqvyfDQ61lhRY6QYQsj7PvSUIgHEj8183Ntkao0YWzkHKFBGqXxDtktby-MIJiCf6l5i_grQnB0LqDcQ7Akxro3hlYJ69YAaZEA0C4g
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/MNoAEuen3XmoWrWZT_ybsdCq34JZyAbgBNGc1vi8vqSla1dzHDGrMQM_jwudS7I7AEtMRiv_icIw10ewC3xbgMp266LtY3U9JyUy3EvN7CVmiH8gtfbvFfLUtV0NqjF4uSU7IlHod44205v5fL_oWoRpi8s1trLn3dCcDxKQQ3W_HznlgMAAlHFFE5ED8My9U4uQtww56NUCmlITMbctXr9OXbeQDOMq8-jAECG8h0c
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/tUnDeMw1YtocpA_gWuGZW2_L7XL50g3VG-dfrlDKsxg8Cm_7WdNWpzVtvb2Ty5AU4DD_cJiDtGdbvUClgBGGbYRIurpj0b1WNfq37a--W55ozdO7vK5hq80pdGJfzAUvURq3T9Fm88CXP9lxE1wX7mvZ8MuUMgig0y0WdP1GpLT1LExVkN44gZI3ZNHybYBsK2CSE3oxF4nFNRS7wcWl6Yhh3fZ9ku6LA4K65e9ZdBM
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148. Canada’s COP for radio is far more restrictive than what is allowed in the U.S. Since 1996, the 

U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has used four market tranches and allows 
common ownership of up to five radio stations in markets with 14 or fewer radio stations, and 
eight stations in markets with 45 stations and over.93 In response to a December 2018 FCC 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the U.S. National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) 
proposed that entities in the top 75 Nielsen Audio Metro markets be permitted to own up to 
eight commercial FM stations and an unlimited number of AM stations, and that all ownership 
limits on radio stations be eliminated in all other markets.94 

 
149. The CAB’s ownership policy proposal borrows from the current U.S. multi-tranche approach, 

but is nowhere near as aggressive as broadcasters in the U.S. now propose. It is designed to 
allow radio operators to recover from severe revenue declines and position them better to 
navigate future challenges. By permitting consolidation, the CAB proposal would balance the 
interests of larger and smaller players, buyers, sellers and those who choose to maintain the 
status quo. It is broadly endorsed by radio operators across Canada.  

 
150. The CAB’s COP proposal would eliminate band restrictions and be comprised of three tranches, 

as follows: 
 

 
• In markets with less than eight commercial stations operating in a given language, a person may be permitted to 

own or control as many as three stations operating in that language, with a maximum of two stations in any one 
frequency band 

• In markets with eight commercial stations or more operating in a given language, a person may be permitted to 
own or control as many as two AM and two FM stations in that language. 

Prior to 1998, the Commission generally restricted a person to ownership of a maximum of one AM and one FM 
undertaking operating in the same language and in the same market.  The CAB’s proposal in the 1998 Commercial 
Radio Policy Review was: 

• In a market served by five stations in a given language, a person would be restricted to ownership of no more 
than three stations, provided that this number includes at least one AM and at least one FM station.  

• In markets served by seven or more English-language stations, common ownership would be restricted to no 
more than three AM and two FM stations, while in markets served by seven or more French-language stations, 
such ownership would be restricted to no more than two AM and three FM stations. 

In addition, a person may own or control one digital radio undertaking for every analog radio undertaking.  The rule 
does not reflect the presence of public, community or exempt radio stations. 

93  The US rules: 

• In a radio market with 45 or more stations, an entity may own up to eight radio stations, no more than five of 
which may be in the same service (AM or FM). 

• In a radio market with between 30 and 44 radio stations, an entity may own up to seven radio stations, no more 
than four of which may be in the same service. 

• In a radio market hosting between 15 and 29 radio stations, an entity may own up to six radio stations, no more 
than four of which may be in the same service. 

• In a radio market with 14 or fewer radio stations, an entity may own up to five radio stations, no more than three 
of which may be in the same service, as long as the entity does not own more than 50 percent of all radio stations 
in that market. 

https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/fccs-review-broadcast-ownership-rules 
94 https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/02/28/2019-03278/2018-quadrennial-regulatory-review-review-

of-the-commissions-broadcast-ownership-rules. 
https://www.nielsen.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/09/market-populations-and-rankings.pdf  The 
current 75th market, El Paso, is a metropolitan population of just under 700,000, and on the order of 20 radio stations. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/aGWT3EMWl_8Whd_sOmYj9v9vtDNCEMcVi5pOWYyWYIBuna_sdsAcaY0oy9OFrVoTilHh6MJ3CYdR8PLLgPgBBbfgHxEReFgUkUyBvBKfM3McH3CsVowaRLblCVSUsamjAJUshY8bVMfAlnmfEWacw-CLBEjIYu7wMZv3bAmqphWHvoUR1tShN8QWMsDT20NoSOPWBA0XSecrH9qigDn3qzqz41CjEV2Qw9ZTRSjUe2VCIomiQWtfy-aL_dh-NJLKIExasOqHiccPzA
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/HAppNa1RnZLUq1vHFyqdJbuFruewqNQbk22TSp-zuKc_h0_G_riaFjeo0OYrdS_v8kPI7qgcXtCz8jy_RwgsdVVVJ_deKk4wiczzjxtLZsd02usFg4RJGeBWmZDpiog7GFcyP0BQsgZeVMYa8FX3_Ss7uR7IscEYU7WMnOB7v1l2sR6EF3CYio9Lmt_aarW2H0B6hTLc5fHC59c99_qrObZF4y_2uBD5Jh7yLCAIjPmqt0MYyX_FgC_SEVbShV_NJNBuhaB5CwKsQaXL5fSHekYJAkhUGmL2Sx8lS06h3Z5AuPoe6RVx1hWR1SnHLauPtQUxkOeqOagIpvUytr-_mpWVnf4f-1dasIHUgCuRQZNl4NuLE5Q
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/HAppNa1RnZLUq1vHFyqdJbuFruewqNQbk22TSp-zuKc_h0_G_riaFjeo0OYrdS_v8kPI7qgcXtCz8jy_RwgsdVVVJ_deKk4wiczzjxtLZsd02usFg4RJGeBWmZDpiog7GFcyP0BQsgZeVMYa8FX3_Ss7uR7IscEYU7WMnOB7v1l2sR6EF3CYio9Lmt_aarW2H0B6hTLc5fHC59c99_qrObZF4y_2uBD5Jh7yLCAIjPmqt0MYyX_FgC_SEVbShV_NJNBuhaB5CwKsQaXL5fSHekYJAkhUGmL2Sx8lS06h3Z5AuPoe6RVx1hWR1SnHLauPtQUxkOeqOagIpvUytr-_mpWVnf4f-1dasIHUgCuRQZNl4NuLE5Q
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/q4ob2R1piMQblZA0QQ0IgLgQj0BoTulDEwyNvB66UuzyWBD8tfHI4I9PAcQdCsGrymz4JA6FiKgpa_t3hovC56ulxjo8vV5IEH1gFEgaiElGV2zI_BmaqMmgIr_LK199qhXpvu5pS_f2PzD7X2WWCEoTS_nOxvMCuM0aKQQsM0tVlV-vfssKqJx31hauUj5fCE6Lhrjc8BIUJykxaHf5MhVDtz4z3NegVG4JsxtE577kJYqoVFuD2AUfbA0HcCs9fT-SPG_ntZF8ren7yY5WSuj-XacjXnfvM4GESpoU
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1. In markets with eight (8) or fewer commercial stations operating in a given language, a 
person may be permitted to own or control as many as four (4) stations operating in 
that language. 

2. In markets with between nine (9) and sixteen (16) commercial stations operating in a 
given language, a person may be permitted to own or control as many as six (6) stations 
operating in that language, provided that the person does not own or control more than 
50 percent of all stations operating in that language. 

3. In markets with sixteen (16) commercial stations or more operating in a given language, 
a person may be permitted to own or control as many as eight (8) stations operating in 
that language. 

151. As is the case with the current COP, these rules would apply to radio transactions on a case-by-
case basis in an appropriate public policy proceeding, and could permit exceptions that the 
Commission deems to be in the public interest.95  In order to reflect the particular circumstances 
of smaller markets and/or needs of smaller broadcasters, they would be subject to additional 
safeguards, as discussed immediately below. 

 

B. Support and safeguards in smaller markets 
 
152. Providing radio service in smaller communities comes with unique challenges. Some of these 

differences are obvious. For example, the smaller the market, the smaller the advertising revenue 
base, and the smaller the number of radio stations it can sustain. Conversely, smaller markets 
cannot sustain the format niches like indie or urban music format stations, ethnic stations, or 
all-talk stations.  

 
153. Other differences are less obvious. For example, the Commission has long recognized that in 

the smallest markets, a single operator with two or three stations is typically better positioned 
to serve the needs of that market than multiple operators. Multiple licence ownership ensures 
limited market revenues can efficiently serve different formatted stations, which a single owner 
is incented to make as diverse as possible. 

 
154. Essentially, the Commission has recognized that while encouraging greater competition 

between radio operators in larger markets generally benefits consumers, competition in smaller 
markets should be tempered, in the public interest.  

 
155. Today, frequencies are severely limited in Canada's largest markets, so the issue of whether such 

markets can sustain new radio station entry is all but academic. That is not the case for smaller 
markets, where frequencies often remain available.  

 
156. Moreover, while commercial radio operators' major competitive threats lie with digital media 

(not each other) this is particularly true in larger markets.  In larger markets, smaller single station 
operators can and do carve out effective niches, and compete successfully with multiple station 

 
95  This would include grounds of “economic necessity”, recognized by the Commission as early as 1985, when the 

Commission granted “the Windsor exception ... based on the severe economic challenges faced by Canadian radio 
operators, given Windsor's proximity to the large Detroit market.” Decision 85-66.  See also Broadcasting Information 
Bulletin 2010-341. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/wPfcPAtndfXsMQy6xOmH-cAZhflifRQFNzgKy5lTe4RW_TFsZl3GYn8H5PB5tEgQxSiKDuKlG3EOcAITfDX1YMyqxAbZr9RQi2wubOHU0a1q3ukpvjoN7V8o7vEWItHsZRWMnXv9yrOtWkEoVEwTXtfZfmqNUhKIs4RAblS_TBB-CSD47vbwYa0oA_0FKjcUoEh0i7DoU_Ssy7lIDKItJuD2jzcHyfwugfVqtXM4Qg
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/IWhvm7t9DXkkoJ8nGDOXgFXenLivRQHh5sjGpGmQ-O_LgYdc7oQmnibEwHHbLOegvM3QRFeHqrYoqzmpcAnlazNLElmHTV64-LtSNJCmDs3d5IKuEgWH3j-pQxxMI0zZCyBklN8-9-wMzonWOI_X_wsNNXyLBTakrDgmD9oWE6KDzPGz1xpgUyOdd7lfii137ML-E2ScSMJvwCkIYKJVcnBdVSzrKuKuTl2kfCc-U3I
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groups owned by much larger companies.  The business strategies of a single operator cannot 
fundamentally alter competitive balance in local radio or broader advertising markets.  

 
157. This is not necessarily the case in smaller markets. Smaller markets include fewer local media 

choices, less direct national advertising and less developed local digital advertising. Collectively, 
this means incumbent radio operators rely to a greater degree on local advertising. A new entrant 
in a three or five station market that drops ad rates to gain share can severely depress revenues 
for incumbents. Conversely, a single station operator may find itself unable to compete with a 
large local multi-station group.  

 
158. The CAB believes the Commission's general approach and philosophy to the provision of 

commercial radio service in smaller markets remains sound.  However, to ensure that a new 
market entry and COP framework serves the needs of smaller markets and smaller broadcasters, 
and reflects their particular competitive challenges, the CAB proposes the following additional 
policy provisions: 

 

• In a single operator market of three stations or less, an existing incumbent would be 
entitled to apply for an additional station or stations, up to the maximum of four stations, 
without triggering a call for applications.96 Additional stations would not be subject to a 
condition of licence requiring operation in a specialty format.  This would ensure the 
provision of additional programming choice as well as solidifying the position of the sole 
operator in the market. 

• The Commission’s market capacity test would be amended to draw a distinction between 
the capacity of a market to sustain a new incumbent-owned station vs. a new entrant (the 
former having lower of burden of proof to demonstrate that entry is sustainable).  Barring 
exceptional circumstances, priority would be given to granting new licences to 
incumbents.  

 

C. Impact of the CAB COP Proposal  
 
159. The CAB provides an assessment of the impact of its COP proposal in response to the 

Commission’s Questions.  Based on CRTC Local Broadcast Market Data97, we expect that 
adoption of the CAB proposal would have the following results:  

 

• Stations in all market sizes would benefit from fewer station closures and local 
programming cuts than would otherwise occur; 

• In markets of 10 or fewer stations, the number of owners in the market would drop by 
no more than one; 

• Mid-sized markets of 11 to 16 stations would generally see the number of owners drop 
by no more than two; 

• Larger markets could see more significant drops in the number of owners, but given their 
much greater local media diversity to begin with, they would still retain far more distinct 
local media voices than smaller markets; and  

 
96  This would effectively add another ground for exception to the requirement to issue a call as set out in Broadcasting 

Regulatory Policy CRTC 2014-554. 
97  https://crtc.gc.ca/ownership/eng/dov_ind.htm.    

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/n1zFzaBjgBkiX_qcT2y_OKvWM00OhXOnV_EqqoycgztX2R5gESkMdo3gM6ocvGxm_InKcOjegAVo2hztuVibrOE4Pvp2Vewm9JsPc8sJ2dGeNeb_Uz5xTNOfnSycSSjakX37RoL8BkWOgUDdk4ig3wbbv0IFZJCAE6MqkeFAHvQv6sDTaqhMNsyzF7WtUYMwoPp7bKrHq-_gLeprUcvV-63UFdkQ01wCPJdLW0oRed0
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/9Bj5H8p3LVeMRSjT_KjUGGUXyG5egSn5uYpcbEv9J7gC3voYMfmy7ndwdMOm5XqhkPWGCKasbX52xhmDf14wp9WrxMjug13jf31qgVcgg-LZLDDo9vA_dPgY9y6CNfNe5qCb2TpelDJYUJUEwJ37_ctLnLxbY7WrVvqRl5dAcXZ58pGdCofz4S_8zSSnGe1Bq92qHDj1groJNXHM5H4W39nqUWAwWyeFS3rZZQ
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• Overall ownership diversity would remain far higher than other local media.  
 
160. It should be noted that such outcomes are market specific.  Among other things, they would 

depend on the decisions of willing sellers and willing buyers.  Ultimately, operators will maintain 
their status quo or seek to buy or sell based on their individual cost-benefit assessments.  No 
operator would be forced to do anything, but greater opportunities for local operational savings 
would be available to those who choose to take advantage of them.98  
 

D. Local cooperation on sales and operations  
 
161. In the past, broadcasters regularly entered and exited Local Management Agreements (LMAs), 

including Local Sales Agreements (LSAs), to bring efficiencies in operations and were allowed 
to do so without Commission prior approval. 

 
162. However, the Commission began imposing increasing restrictions on LMAs and LSAs in 1999. 

At that time, the Commission began requiring prior approval and generally authorized such 
arrangements only where: they involved unprofitable stations; the number of stations in the 
LMA did not exceed what would be allowed under the COP policy; and, the arrangement is a 
“temporary alternative business model”99.  As a result, very few LMA/LSA arrangements exist 
today.100 

 
163. Given the current state of the radio market and what is expected in a post-pandemic world, 

CAB urges the Commission to revisit its approach to LMAs/LSAs. We strongly believe that 
permitting greater flexibility in the use of these arrangements would serve the public interest.  
In particular for stand-alone stations or smaller operators, such agreements could act as practical 
and immediate alternatives to cuts, sales or closures. A more flexible LMA/LSA policy would 
provide additional opportunities to achieve local operational efficiencies.  

 
164. The CAB therefore urges the Commission to: 

 

• Eliminate pre-approval requirements for bona fide LSAs.  Competing broadcasters 
in the same local market can already hire the same sales agents.101  Accordingly, there is 
no principled reason to restrict a broadcaster from outsourcing its sales to another 
broadcaster.  

• Eliminate pre-approval requirements for LMAs that are consistent with CAB’s 
proposed COP. Pre-approval requirements would remain for LMAs that are in excess 
of those limits. 

 
165. Clear criteria could easily be established to distinguish LSAs from LMAs.  Registration could be 

required of LMAs, regardless of scope. Given no registration requirements currently exist with 

 
98  CRTC commissioned research also suggests that Canadians are generally unconcerned about ownership.  Little more 

than half (53%) of commercial radio station listeners claim to even know the names of at least some the company(ies) 
that operate the commercial radio station(s) that they listen to.  CRTC Ipsos Report p. 23-24. 

99  Local Management Agreements, Public Notice CRTC 1999-176, para 13. 
100  CAB is aware of only twenty current LMAs/LSAs among its radio members.  
101  This already happens all the time with national sales.  Private radio broadcasters tend to outsource to one of two 

companies, Canadian Broadcast Sales or Target Broadcast Sales. 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/1999/PB99-176.htm
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respect to outsourcing of sales, CAB does not believe a registration requirement for LSAs would 
not be necessary or appropriate. 

 

E. The particular challenges of AM stations 
 
166. As discussed, all commercial radio stations across Canada are suffering. That said, as CRTC 

statistics confirm, AM stations generally remain in worse financial shape than FM. For example, 
in 2019, AM stations had PBIT levels of 3.4% compared to 17.3% for the industry as a whole. 
Moreover, AM stations experienced a -3.1% CAGR decrease from 2015 to 2019, compared to 
-2.4% CAGR for the industry as a whole.102  

 
167. AM radio’s challenges are well known.103 Its audio quality remains poor relative to FM stations, 

satellite radio and digital. There remain significant costs to operate large antenna towers. Signal 
interference in large city centres compromises the fidelity of AM stations in these important 
markets. Increasingly, new model vehicles are not offering AM radio. Nevertheless, the AM 
band remains home to a large share of the total news, information, and other local programming 
available on Canadian radio. AM stations are worth supporting. 

 
168. By allowing AM stations to transition to FM, or be supported by additional FMs, under the 

same ownership, the CAB’s COP proposal will finally help resolve the precarious situations of 
urban AM stations. Along the same lines, CAB strongly encourages the Commission to permit 
simulcasting of AM stations on FM.  Providing station owners this flexibility would undoubtedly 
assist them to transition the highly valued AM programming to superior FM frequencies.  
 

F. CAB’s Proposals strike the right balance  
 
169. A broad cross-section of Canadian radio broadcasters have endorsed the CAB’s COP and 

LMA/LSA proposals. This includes large, mid-sized and small companies, serving markets of 
all sizes across the country.    

 
170. We believe that CAB’s proposals strike a balance between operators’ interests, future 

perspectives and public policy objectives, and encourages the Commission to adopt new 
approaches to radio ownership.  

 

• Radio ownership must be compared to other media, including digital media (radio’s main 
competition), who are far more consolidated and have far fewer barriers to consolidation; 

• The trade-off of decreases in ownership diversity in return for stronger capacity to 
maintain local programming, is, in today’s circumstances, a necessary and appropriate one; 

• Operators of all sizes will benefit from adoption of more permissive local operational 
rules, including greater freedom to pursue common ownership and/or LMAs on a market 
specific basis; 

• Smaller radio operators do not need protection from larger radio operators. In the smaller 
markets where most smaller players operate, however, they and their listeners would 

 
102  CRTC Financial Summaries. 
103  As noted at para 64, above, and at paras 13 and 79 in the Technical Report. 
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benefit from some specific measures that would offer a greater opportunity to grow and 
compete; and 

• Radio would still have more smaller business ownership than any other local medium. 
 

Increased flexibility and modest reductions in financial obligations 
 
171. Section 3 of the Act mandates private radio, as an important element of the Canadian 

broadcasting system, to: 
 

• be readily adaptable to scientific and technological change; 

• contribute in an appropriate manner to the creation and presentation of Canadian 
programming; 

• make maximum use, and in no case less than predominant use, of Canadian creative and 
other resources in the creation and presentation of programming;104 and  

• provide programming of high standard; and specifically: 
 
(i) contribute significantly to the creation and presentation of Canadian programming, and 
(ii) be responsive to the evolving demands of the public 
 
to an extent consistent with the financial and other resources available.  

 
172. Notably, nothing in the Act requires radio undertakings to directly support artists or producers 

of content per se.  It is the creation and presentation of Canadian programming that the Act 
expects radio broadcasters to support, not the creators behind it.  That is not to say creators are 
unimportant – to the contrary, as the CAB’s proposals in respect of Canadian content exhibition 
recognize, Canadian musical artists are the most essential input to the supply and production of 
Canadian music. 

 
173. While some radio stations acquire syndicated U.S. talk or music countdown shows, and many 

subscribe to foreign news feeds, the vast majority of radio station programming expenses are to 
Canadian programming – representing $491 million in 2019, a third of industry revenues.  
Programming expenses include compulsory licences for the use of music, at rates established by 
the Copyright Board.  Total copyright royalties amounted to $80 million annually as of 2019, 
which is 54% higher than they were at the time of the last full radio review, and on a lower 
revenue basis.105  More disconcerting still, an unnecessary bilateral agreement, arising from the 
CUSMA negotiations, to apply national treatment to neighbouring rights is poised to see these 
royalties increase to the sole benefit of foreign interests.106 

 
104  Unless the nature of the service provided by the undertaking, such as specialized content or format or the use of 

languages other than French and English, renders that use impracticable, in which case the undertaking shall make 
the greatest practicable use of those resources. 

105  CAB estimates.  In contrast to the figures at the chart below paragraph 106, this figure includes copyright royalties to 
non-Canadian artists. 

106  For 32 years, since the Rome Convention and later under the WPPT, Canada has required reciprocity on neighbouring 
rights.  A Ministerial Statement issued April 7, 2020 removed a standing exclusion of US stakeholders from radio 
neighbouring rights payments that reflected the reciprocity convention given US radio stations pay no neighbouring 
rights royalties.  The amendment will effectively double the number of compensable plays on Canadian private radio 
stations, and so double their royalty payments, costing Canadian private radio broadcasters an additional $20M a year.  
100% of the extra money will go to US interests.  There was no legal requirement for this change. 
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A. There is no public policy basis for increasing radio CCD requirements or 
decreasing flexibility 

 
174. Part of radio’s long history of support for Canadian music has come in the form of funding and 

other in-kind support for Canadian talent such as on-air interviews and concert promotions, 
including extensive initiatives at the community level. Radio’s role in funding Canadian talent 
has always been but one part of a larger mix of public and private monies flowing to the 
Canadian music industry, supporting a range of initiatives and largely targeting music 
infrastructure.  

 
175. The requirement for direct financial contributions from radio to Canadian (musical) talent 

development (CTD), now Canadian Content Development (CCD), has been in place for almost 
forty years.  In the intervening radio policy reviews, the Commission has honed funding levels 
and criteria, including an increasing focus on emerging Canadian talent and expansion into non-
music related support.107 

 
176. As noted in the CMI Report, for the 10-year period through to 2019, Canadian private radio’s 

total direct financial support to Canadian music in CCD and copyright payments exceeded $1 
billion. 

 
177. To the extent there is a perceived or demonstrated need for greater financial support for the 

Canadian music industry, the government should step in, or the Commission should act on its 
own initiative to secure contributions from online music platforms players.  An increased 
transfer of wealth from private radio stations to the Canadian music industry would not fulfill 
the broader objectives of the Act.   

 
178. To the contrary, it would only serve to divert funding from local news and information 

programming, which the Commission has identified as a core priority in this proceeding.  This 
is especially true with respect to the current policy on tangible benefits that requires a purchaser 
to commit 6% of the value of the transaction to a variety of initiatives.  As outlined earlier, 
greater local operational efficiencies are the key to the private radio’s financial sustainability and 
ongoing ability to support public policy objectives. Consolidation will deliver those efficiencies.  
BDU transactions have not been subject to tangible benefits payments for decades and there 
are no rules involving mergers of foreign online streaming services.  The current 6% tangible 
benefits requirement acts as an inequitable, competitive barrier for radio operators, and it is 
counterproductive from a policy perspective because it discourages consolidation that would 
drive operational efficiencies. 

 
179. Finally, the Commission’s suggestion in the Notice that it should end or limit local CCD 

initiatives is concerning.  In the aftermath of the pandemic in particular, radio support for local 
concerts and other community music initiatives will be a vital and much appreciated measure to 
support artist exposure and touring. 

 

 
107  See for example Public Notice CRTC 1995-196 and Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2006-158 (where CTD 

became CCD). 
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180. Accordingly, as further set out in response to the CRTC’s questions, the CAB recommends that 
the Commission: 

 

• Impose no new expenditure requirements; 

• Maintain basic CCD contributions at current levels; 

• Maintain flexibility to direct discretionary CCD contributions to local initiatives; 

• Establish clearer criteria on eligibility, and a staff pre-clearance mechanism; and 

• Reduce tangible benefits payable on radio transactions to 3%. 
 

VI. The French-language private radio market  
 
181. The distinctiveness of French-language broadcasting and the unique challenges faced by 

French-language radio stations have been long recognized in broadcasting policy and practice.  
As the CAB has observed in past radio review proceedings,108 differences include the relative 
number of stations, AM versus FM presence, revenues and profitability: 

 

• While the number of private English-language radio stations has grown by more than 200 over 
the last twenty years, reaching a peak of 599 stations in 2018 (estimated at 595 stations today), 
the total number of French-language stations held relatively steady through that same period, 
and has declined relatively faster (peaking at 100 stations in 2017; estimated at 96 today); 109  

• French-language broadcasting also has far smaller portion of AM stations (5% of total vs. 17% 
in English-Canada), and these stations have, on average, been more profitable than their 
English-language counterparts (13.4% vs. 2.3% PBIT);110 and 

• Revenues of French-language private radio broadcasters declined an estimated 18.3% from 
2019 to 2020, compared to an estimated 27.3% for Canadian private radio broadcasters as a 
whole. 111  

 
182. The fundamental challenge for broadcasting policy in the French-language market is not 

receptivity to, or preference for, Canadian content, rather it is market sustainability.  French-
language content produced for the Quebec and broader French-Canadian marketplace must 
sustain itself on a domestic market a fifth to a quarter the size of the Canadian market for 
English-language content.112  

 
108  The CAB’s 2006 Intervention (pages 107-146) contained detailed sections outlining La Situation et Caractéristiques 

Particulières de la Radio de Langue Française and La Contribution de la Radio de Langue Française au Développement des Talents 
Canadiens. While, as highlighted below, statistical and economic factors may have changed in the intervening fifteen 
years, the basic underlying dynamics and policy issues remain much the same. In particular, Canada remains virtually 
the only country in the world to impose linguistic music quotas and music talent financial contributions on private 
radio stations, and, by virtue of French vocal music requirements, obligations on French-language private radio 
broadcasters are effectively higher than those on English-language private radio stations. 

109  CRTC Financial Summaries.  Current station numbers adjusted for known COVID-19 closures. 
110  Ibid. 
111  CRTC Aggregate Annual Returns for Bell Média and Cogeco Média (representing 77% of the revenues of French-

language private radio stations) vs. CMI Report estimates. 
112  Canada’s Q1 2021 population was estimated at 38,048,738 people, of which Quebec’s population was 8,575,944. 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1710000901 Canada’s French speaking population was 
estimated at 22.8% of the total in 2016, with the French population by mother tongue being 21%.  Also, in 2016, 

 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/xqWgPamoIT5N1yFRnlgJDTaEIhe64dhXhuI9BTismh1RLKbxX8d_Ynoq9FHpYH4Q1DgYVMsZPbPlw3ot8v-HHQ7gvzztMNHtqiWkem1OGD1qu_ehFPPpqYpw9wCxiOQZHMNCSs5UlrRVpNN5I_T2unzeH2n4p97Ss6Brw812KGk6YR2zUzIVByM85ZeRvpmXuq9j7bppOUtaWlcmaKsQc7G8gsqXkAfEOSRrn4B8cM2OVX8PP15NLI0HiMVWj6dK
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183. The CAB submits that, as supervisor and regulator of a Canadian broadcasting system under 

severe stress, the Commission no longer has the luxury of inaction. While French and English-
language commercial broadcasters are being challenged in slightly different ways, the regulatory 
solutions are consistent, if not the same. 

 
184. First and foremost, as in English Canada, revenue losses being suffered by French-language 

operators are substantial and not merely a COVID-19 blip.  Operators have had no choice but 
to cut costs – including now programming costs.  The question is not whether there will be 
permanent cuts to programming costs, but what programming will be cut. 

 
185. Second, again as with English-language broadcasters, losses in audiences and revenues can be 

mitigated if radio regulation frees stations to provide the most competitive product possible, 
while still supporting policy objectives. 

 
186. In both cases, the paramount public policy objective of maximizing news and information 

programming aligns with CAB’s proposals that French-language radio operators be allowed to 
(a) increase efficiencies in their local operating base through greater local station ownership and 
(b) effectively reduce FVM to more reasonable levels.  

 
187. Excessive reliance on FVM requirements on French-language radio are the wrong solution to 

the public policy challenge of supporting and promoting French-language content overall.  
French-language radio audiences don’t listen to English-language hits to abandon their cultural 
heritage.  They listen because they are hits. That is true of bilingual and unilingual French 
speakers alike.  But listeners now have a myriad of other platforms to go to, and not come back. 
This, as the Commission noted back in 2015, first resulted in a shift to English-language stations, 
in bilingual markets113 now it is resulting in a shift to unregulated foreign media.114 

 
188. Inflexible FVM requirements risk reducing listening to all the French content – music, news 

and information – French-language radio stations carry. Not only does the measure fail in the 
end to support French music, it compromises broader engagement with Canadian French-
language media.   

 
189. Whatever specific decisions are made in this proceeding to support French-language content, 

including FVM, policy tools must start migrating to incentives and support from government 
or online players rather than excessive content restrictions on broadcasters. 

VII. Compliance and Reporting 
 

 
Canada’s bilingual population was 17.9% of the total, 44.5% in Quebec.  https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-
heritage/services/official-languages-bilingualism/publications/statistics.html  

113  In Broadcasting Notice of Consultation CRTC 2015-318, the Commission noted that young listeners of French-
language stations were gradually migrating toward English-language stations in bilingual markets. In Montréal, the 
share of Francophones tuning in to English-language stations has increased among those aged 12-34, especially among 
those aged 18-24 (an increase of 11.3% from 2009 to 2014). In Ottawa/Gatineau, about three quarters of listeners 
aged 12-17 and two thirds of listeners aged 18-24 had migrated toward English-language radio. 

114  While cause and effect is impossible to prove, the overall evidence is clear. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/12wdRqm_IT9coJXC-qiDU2fFxdTFaSTZVG8xHWcybLyVxuRJ6GpMpa0bw-viQavP_wcC8uQFSIEg9Ouei5Ia0VTMc3d6fg8O_7ZWD5tlAoaLKROTR9gNjkl09-wTXCEX5A_1m5L8lbTQgKT4DvrWNyZDvosccZggP2LnsS-WYVWX8QSVypjJH7dU5ADXevM-H3o_Xa7xBEEWksZ60_1FKRVnuaVugX7MfS5I1kT0w_NaD5G6ziGWv4jzlnMXAlZZK33gmrWoLKq3j1mtp2aCTtKZ36Ars-JVF_hUtp6yXRIHjLuUwiALrRHlenJxOD5d
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/12wdRqm_IT9coJXC-qiDU2fFxdTFaSTZVG8xHWcybLyVxuRJ6GpMpa0bw-viQavP_wcC8uQFSIEg9Ouei5Ia0VTMc3d6fg8O_7ZWD5tlAoaLKROTR9gNjkl09-wTXCEX5A_1m5L8lbTQgKT4DvrWNyZDvosccZggP2LnsS-WYVWX8QSVypjJH7dU5ADXevM-H3o_Xa7xBEEWksZ60_1FKRVnuaVugX7MfS5I1kT0w_NaD5G6ziGWv4jzlnMXAlZZK33gmrWoLKq3j1mtp2aCTtKZ36Ars-JVF_hUtp6yXRIHjLuUwiALrRHlenJxOD5d
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190. In today’s highly competitive Canadian audio market, there remain many unnecessary 
compliance and enforcement requirements that represent a material ‘inequity’ and competitive 
disadvantage for radio operators. In many cases, radio operators must divert scarce resources 
from their programming to matters like correcting logs or responding to financial or CCD-
related questions from Commission staff. 

 
191. Meanwhile, online platforms have no such requirements, and are unlikely to ever have them.  

Consistent with the “open entry” philosophy of the Internet, there is no plausible scenario in 
which online undertakings will be required to adhere to the kind of content compliance and 
reporting requirements that radio operators have now. And, if/when regulated, only those 
services that have a “material effect on Canada’s economy, national identity, or cultural fabric” 
115 will likely have any obligations at all.   

 
192. The CAB acknowledges that this proceeding may not be the ideal forum for a wholesale review 

of the CRTC’s monitoring and enforcement practices.  There are crucial policy issues that need 
to take priority, and a substantive exercise of regulatory streamlining would likely benefit from 
a less formal exchange of ideas and best practices.  

 
193. We therefore propose that the Commission make only a few high-level directional decisions in 

this proceeding and then form an industry-Commission working group to develop a more 
specific road map. The following addresses our initial high-level recommendations.  

 

A. Streamlined Reporting 
 
194. Reporting required of radio broadcasters is material, and in the 2020 broadcast year included 

additional reporting on COVID-19.  Regulations under the Accessibility Canada Act will soon add 
further reporting requirements. Moreover, in this proceeding, the Commission has indicated 
that it is contemplating adding more reporting requirements, from minutes and hours of local 
news broadcast during a broadcast week to new annual reports on discretionary CCD spending.  

 
195. The CAB urges the Commission to review whether all of the reporting information radio 

stations are currently required to provide is actually necessary given the changes in the business 
environment and the changes that will emerge from this proceeding.  Moreover, it is also time 
to add a ‘materiality test’ to radio licensee reporting. This is both an expected element of future 
regulation of online platforms, and an area where the Commission has ample precedent itself.  
For example, the CRTC’s current exemption practices eliminate the need for licensing and its 
associated detailed reporting for smaller discretionary services and BDUs. The Commission 
should adopt a similar approach for all broadcasting services going forward.   

 
196. Though not yet in effect, the Commission should note the Government of Canada’s proposed 

Direction to the CRTC pursuant in the context of Bill C-10. That document proposes to direct 
the Commission “to regulate and supervise the Canadian broadcasting system in a manner that 
is flexible, fair, and equitable, and which streamlines regulatory obligations so all broadcasting 

 
115  Preliminary Draft Policy Direction to the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, 

“Sustainable and Equitable Regulatory Framework for Broadcasting,” s. 3(a). 
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undertakings are in a position to compete in the modern broadcasting environment.”116 
Streamlining broadcasting regulation is the way of the future, and the Commission should begin 
that work in this proceeding.  

 
For smaller broadcasters of any type, the current exemption from basic CCD requirements is certainly 
appreciated.  Nevertheless, the CAB urges the Commission to consider reducing the reporting 
requirements of all radio stations.  Thresholds for small stations should be updated annually according 
to the CPI. The current $1,250,000 threshold for CCD was established in 2013. In 2021 dollars that 
amount would be approximately $1,500,000. 

 

B. Audit rather than logging 
 
197. Radio regulatory compliance has become overly burdensome.  The machinery for ensuring 

compliance with Canadian content requirements, including format requirements, hit 
restrictions, and levels of musical selections, now requires significant resources of both 
broadcasters and the CRTC alike, out of proportion to its public policy benefit. 

 
198. Failure to accurately maintain a log is now cause for a short-term renewal (irrespective of no 

shortfall in Cancon exhibition).117 Moreover, while daily logger tapes are recorded and kept for 
at least four weeks, and logs and records collected for every broadcast day and broadcast week, 
to be available for analysis at any time, a seven year licence term will, on average, be renewed 
on the basis of Commission compliance reporting for a given week.  

 
199. With or without legislative reform, the CRTC should consider adopting a more fair and 

equitable means of compliance monitoring – one based on spot audits.  

 
200. AI-based monitoring systems would permit the Commission to conduct random audits of 

broadcaster content exhibition compliance, be they licensed or exempt, traditional or online.  A 
complaint-based system could help direct the Commission’s compliance resources to where they 
are most effective.  Sanctions and fines would be sufficient deterrents to non-compliance.118  

 
201. There would be no need for logger tapes, no need to maintain logs or records, and no need for 

correcting logs and records and time-consuming exchanges between broadcaster and 
Commission staff.  Expenditure obligations would require no specific reporting or “proof of 
payment”.119 Broadcasters would be free to use whatever tools and processes they felt 
appropriate to ensure they meet their obligations; the Commission would audit as or if required.  

 
202. The CAB accepts that this would be a major change, not without a number of moving parts.  

But the benefits to both the CRTC and broadcaster would be significant.  Both the Commission 
and licensees would be able to free up resources for bigger priorities. The CAB urges the 
Commission to undertake a process to evolve to an entirely audit-based compliance processes 
before, or in conjunction with, any decision to regulate online providers. 

 
116  Preliminary Draft Policy Direction to the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, 

“Sustainable and Equitable Regulatory Framework for Broadcasting,” s. 6(e). 
117  See https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2021/2021-68.htm  
118  Enhanced by AMPs as contained in Bill C-10, but achievable otherwise with the Commission’s current powers. 
119  Proof of payment is required of CCD contributions, some as little as $1,000 or less. 

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/LCeFcEgHR7Y-Ewqo5ThvsYdtE05qwYz9Ai845uM77Cr0O9i48hcmHpWwVqng-_G_Vn8RkmOmZ-ae5y0Yeiv51iKrrOnU-xfXwMxCdVXnN6R42XWuFcAqi53244m_wjqFIbNcdfoQaINMg4V-M8XFGYU-LITDytrXBInVB-bh_CK22gM0pfRNNRgdinvqtAMHqyu5mk0VvS6w_2rTFgOw-ICTrENaKNlBGojjezAn0w
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C. Greater flexibility in CCD monitoring and compliance 
 
203. The current policy on compliance by radio stations was established 2014.  Under the 

Commission’s approach to non-compliance set out in Broadcasting Information Bulletin 2014-
608, “each instance of non-compliance is evaluated in its context and in light of factors such as 
the quantity, recurrence and seriousness of the non-compliance. The circumstances leading to 
the non-compliance, the arguments provided by the licensee and the actions taken to rectify the 
situation are also considered.”120  

 
204. Decisions made by the Commission on CCD compliance pursuant to this approach over the 

last three broadcasting years include:  
 

• Shortening a renewal term by one year because a CCD payment of $2,657 was made three-
and-a-half months late.121 

• “To address the harm” caused by a licensee’s tardiness in paying $31,985 out of a total of 
required CCD contribution of $102,379 to CCD, because at the time it was unprofitable, 
the Commission imposed a short-term renewal of three years and required a licensee to 
broadcast an on-air announcement regarding its non-compliance three times a day for five 
consecutive days within a 14-day period.122 

• A licensee that incurred a CCD shortfall of $600 over its licence term was required to 
make an additional $200 contribution in the subsequent licence term;123 and 

• A licensee that inadvertently failed to pay its over-and-above contribution to CCD of $600 
per year for four years being was required to immediately make up a total $2400 shortfall 
and make a further $2400 contribution in the subsequent licence term.124 

 
205. The CAB respectfully submits that the pendulum has swung far too far.  Relatively minor issues 

associated with meeting regulatory obligations are most often due to honest mistakes and should 
not be treated as matters of compliance, especially where no one has complained.  Accepting 
the reality of imperfection would not bring the CRTC into disrepute.  On the contrary, it would 
give greater integrity to the Commission’s practices and procedures, and be another small but 
tangible step in the direction of equitable regulation.   

 
206. To that end, the CAB urges the Commission to introduce a more reasonable and objective 

approach to assessing non-compliance. Under CAB’s proposed approach, CCD payments that 
depart from a required schedule but are nevertheless completed before the expiry of the licence 
term would be found compliant if:  

 
a. Annual payments made were within +/- 10% of requirements;  

 
120  At para 6, as cited, for example, at https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2020/2020-239.htm, para 41.  
121  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2019/2019-250.htm 
122  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2020/2020-303.htm  While the licensee, an ethnic radio station, “stated that over the 

last 13 years, there have been no complaints filed with the Commission in regard to CJRJ’s programming”, the 
Commission apparently justified its decision given pervious and other minor instances of non-compliance.  

123  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2017/2017-360.htm  
124  https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2019/2019-271.htm  

https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/Jg31U6W0KnXesieSq6O10HvrjBILn2ME_JGAQ4-L_qOWq0LtTNw-x-gf2-U7QiTYClbucu2j7uWEqwJ_4x4fGkAxEz0oQirO36lQAsCGLxuD6zOoKZlYV1VhT5IN8jhA_dnEm00O6HLNUjI3DDZmMFC3_giKpAmA0wA3HnEcjfcwq7cHbg8GJF9edliyZDDOKuAPy0Z3z_k-D9rPZ5o22uzfoVLWM7kGt69yUAcv2Qk
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/Jg31U6W0KnXesieSq6O10HvrjBILn2ME_JGAQ4-L_qOWq0LtTNw-x-gf2-U7QiTYClbucu2j7uWEqwJ_4x4fGkAxEz0oQirO36lQAsCGLxuD6zOoKZlYV1VhT5IN8jhA_dnEm00O6HLNUjI3DDZmMFC3_giKpAmA0wA3HnEcjfcwq7cHbg8GJF9edliyZDDOKuAPy0Z3z_k-D9rPZ5o22uzfoVLWM7kGt69yUAcv2Qk
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2020/2020-239.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2019/2019-250.htm
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/zRJf-O-9Ffnj9wO5XFNjhli0W1mhHE-XVrbcly-zvuQsQr_jR0bV4mkBPWM3FHysDiym3KV0YouaTin_YO6i24WjPoV2-9u6KJ5d9zw5h_19yF33LyoPChXOEZSsiO1krJSxASon8B1fcmEq7_NqOGy9QzXpEnvtQQVPROa0CMAKIWylwLaY8Qu_bHxoaOTpC_sVvSxy5I9WXFg6Ntq_nOPszWJsEqUOlzM7xIr0kto
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/qCNrhpKVJwQjeuF6drrhYltP2L85GkQsMT1KykWUakVL9wP5ir_Jkzli4hAh4op9vyL3OnzSmefIGl_UsXIM4n7HYfke-8U5dtek1bdNvYFibyx7ev5bEy0B83CBPkNohZxW78Cad2tPEPcmt1CFmmD-cBpMKuZ-gh8PtGXf2mxkrvJJmDBVPkHsntTW0JWyhGJ_rufJD-jTAGkc346hx326fG5f6ZJw8QLkT2-pTJw
https://ct-url-protection.portal.checkpoint.com/v1/load/LGlT-ma3V6tRbZw539v8t3NT5xmGyBPEJiqS_lB2ylnPXziNDfZBGob4CIIm3N8ln6wSdaGU7XKS2osSt-MKFfaK1BlDpvtCTjj7uC7S9JYTqwGnBIeNZgBte3flc5jItRFmiMI-WiU959TqnHI1cZ5jy3i-SDfBZXyWWUmVwm_aU7V2r3pkiec6X3YDnAvyx63i1eMfjUrzPYrJEPYJkY856dx_6S2Ob1Ea68PbkqQ
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b. Any payment deemed by the Commission to not qualify as CCD is corrected/repaid 
within 90 days of notification of same; or 

c. In the event a station has an operating margin of less than 5% in any one year, payments 
are deferred to the end of the licence term. 

 
207. In circumstances where CCD payments are not completed before the expiry of the licence term, 

or in any other case of non-compliance, any fine imposed by the Commission would not exceed 
the penalties imposed by CRA for non-payment of taxes.  

VIII. Conclusions  
 
208. To conclude, private radio in Canada remains a relevant and important medium.  However, its 

business model is severely challenged due to the rise in competition from foreign-owned digital 
services.  
 

209. As a result, public policy priorities need to shift for the sector.  The CAB submits that the 
Commission should adopt a flexible regulatory framework that relies more on market forces to 
meet objectives like diversity and local programming, including: 

 

• A more targeted approach to the support of Canadian music and French-vocal music, that better reflects 
competitive realities, and supports Canadian artists, including emerging artists, first and foremost.  This 
includes reducing Canadian music exhibition requirements from 35% to 25% and 
ensuring Canadian music exhibition and ensuring FVM music requirements are more 
flexible, realistic, and ultimately more effective. It is also involves updating MAPL and 
starting to incent, instead of mandate, airplay for certain groups, such as emerging 
Canadian artists. 

• The relaxation of rules designed to ensure content and ownership diversity in the radio segment.  Canadian 
private radio companies compete with global companies orders of magnitude larger.  
There is no lack of content diversity generally, but a lack of Canadian content on 
competing digital platforms.  The CAB recommends that the Commission adopt a new 
Common Ownership Policy that would permit greater station ownership at the local 
market level, while still ensuring radio remains the most diversely owned and operated 
local medium in Canada.  This would help radio operators to recover from severe revenue 
declines, and navigate future anticipated declines, while ensuring programming diversity 
and enhancing their ability to offer locally-relevant news and information.  For similar 
reasons, the CAB is also recommending a change in the Commission’s policies on LMAs 
and LSAs. 

• A move towards a more fair and equitable regulatory framework in terms of expenditure obligations and 
compliance and monitoring.  This includes (a) no new or increased expenditure obligations; 
(b) reductions in tangible benefits payable; and, (c) introducing greater flexibility on CCD 
contributions, monitoring and compliance. 

 
210. The CAB firmly believes that if these proposals are implemented, it will better position private 

radio for success going forward, ensuring it can continue to serve its listeners, while still making 
a strong contribution to the Canadian broadcasting system and the objectives outlined in the 
Act. 
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